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Bloody marcll
Shiites take to the streets
to celebrate Ashoura.

"'

- SEE NEWS, A2
,

Magazine scam targeted at students
lliegal soliciting snares some UCF.residents
magazine subscriptions to
rece.ive a scholarship to law
Contributing Writer
school.
At first, Gaddy was appreLauren Gaddy, a UCF freshman and on-campus resident, hensive, but she liked. his charm...
just stepped out of the shower ing and flirtatious personality.
Friday evening when she heard· Gaddy didn't buy the nine maga knock on the door of her dorm azine subscriptions he suggest- ·
ed, but she did subscribe to
room.
A man in his early- to mid- three years worth of SPIN,
20s invited himself in and Oprah at Home, Seventeen, and
explained that he was selling Interview magazines for $50 .

ASHLEY LEE

,l

each.
She handed him a: total of
$236 . . :. ._ half in cash and the
remainder as a check, which the
maii suggested.
The man, whom Gaddy
described as "6 foot with brown
hair and a snaggle tooth:'
claimed that if Gaddy wanted
her money back, he would give
PLEASESEE

DORM ON A6

HOW NOT TO GET SOLD ATALL TALE AT HOME
1. N.o one is allowed to solicit sales in dormitories, not even
restaurants.
·
,_

2. If it's too good to be true, it probably is. Common sense rules.
3. Don't leave your door propped open.
4. Don'! let people into your dormitory who you don't
recognize.
5. Rep~rt suspicious activity to your Resident Assistant or other
authority.
.

Blogging
becomes
anew

)

to help raise money for the Children's fund equipment, research and programs that ensure these hospitals are
Miracle Network.
"Children's Miracle Network able to provide the most advance level
the alliance of premier hospitals for of medical care for children,'' the
children - is a non-profit organiza- CMN press release for the event stat.
.
.
tion dedicated to helping kids by rais- ed. . .
WHITNEY HAMRICK
ing funds for 170 children's hospitals
Ronald Dan, a 19-year-old mechanContributing Writer
across North America," Cindy Terry, ical engineering major and ZBT chapFor the past two years Zeta Beta project coordinator for CMN, wrote ter president, said he was inspired to
Tau, a fraternity represented on more in an e-mail interview.
. sponsor the Children's Miracle Netthan 80 campuses atross the U.S., has . · "Children's Miracle Network hos- work at the Los Angeles National
sought recognition and acceptance at pitals help 17 million kids each year Convention. There, he met a family
UCF. During Rush Week, the ZBT kids with cancer,' birth defects and greatly affected by the organization
charity event "Get on the Ball" proved pediatric AIDS, organ transplant through their little girl.
to be an inlet for the group into G~eek patients and accident victims, and
Born with a birth defect that prelife on campus.
children living with chronic illnesses vents brain development and the
ZBT members pushed a ball, 6-feet such as diabetes, cystic fibrosis, kid- proper functioning of vital organs, the
in diameter, across campus during ney disease and heart disease."
girl was told she would not live a norRush Week
The money raised by ZBT at mal lengthy life, Dan wrote in an eUCF will go to the pediatric
mail interview.
programs at Shands Chil"The doctors from the ·
dren's Hospital and
Arnold
Palmer
CMN
Hospital.
worked hard
. "The
money
is
used to

Zeta Beta Tau collects
signatures for charity ··.

ANew Jersey high school is expanding
{ their drug testing and will randomly
· test students to see if they have been ·
drinking alcohol. The program is
already drawing flak from civil rights
, ~ · advocates and those that say that the
tests are an invasion of privacy.
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
GETS KICKED OFF.WITH
CELEBRATION TODAY
There will be a kickoff celebration for
Black History Month today at the
Student Union Courtyard from noon
to 1p.m. The Jones High School Band
will be there to provide music for the
event, ~nd all are invited to come and
stop b~.

LOCAL &STATE, Al

DISNEY, FAMILY SETTLE
LAWSUIT OVER BOY'S
DEATH DURING RIDE

.,
)

Walt Disney World has settled a
wrongful death lawsuit with the
family of a 4-year-old Pennsylvania
boy who died after going on one of
its rides, court records show. The boy
died of natural causes in 2005after
riding the attraction Mission:Space.

NATION & WORLD,A4

CHINA: NORTH KOREAN
DISARMAMENT TALKS
TO CONTINUE FEB. 8

l

International talks on dismantling
North Korea's nuclear programs wilr
.resume Feb.8,China saidTuesday,as
Washington and Pyongyang began a
new round of meetings over the
North's alleged illicit dealings.
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Pappas report flunks Florida universities
.MARIA DE VERA
{ontributing Writer

A four-month evaluation of
Florida's higher education system by an independent consultant criticized public universities
like UCF and prompted the start
of a new master plan from the
Board of Governors on how to
keep public universities from a
predicted decline.
Alceste Pappas, president
and CEO ofthe.Pappas Con5ulting Group Inc. in Stamford,
Conn., was paid $200,000 by the
Florida Board of Governors

Foundation, Inc. to conduct the
evaluation.
The report contains extensive information on the different
aspects of Florida's university
system in terms of tuition;
undergraduate studies, research
programs and the future of
higher education in the state. It
also points to critical improvements needed to be made within the education system.
Although .the evaluation calls
for major changes, it is simply a
blueprint rather than a "pre. scriptive S9lution," according to
the. report.

One of the leading problems
that the state university system
faces is the number of students
receiving bachelor's degrees.
According to the report, Florida
places 43rd in the nation per
1,000 residents, ages 18-44,
acquiring bachelor's degrees.
State universities need to focus
more on undergraduate studies,
the rep9rt stated, before more
emphasis is put on expanding .
research programs.
UCF is considered one of the
highest in the state in this cate- ·
gory with an 87 percent of the
student body population look-

ing for an undergraduate degree
despite the expanding
research program that has
acquired more than $100 million
in funding for two years straight.
"A lot of the undergraduate
research opportunities we have
here at UCF are done in con- ·
junction with our graduate programs,'' said Tom Evelyri, the
associate director of n~ws and
information at UCR "That ere- ,
ates a more varied and intellectual experience for undergraduate studies that you just.
PLEASESEE

REPORT ONA2

medium
Mainstream media
turns to the blogs
ADAM 0. MANZOR
Staff Writer

It's a steamy night in Baghdad, without electricity and a
cool desert breeze, only hope
and family to keep you going. As
is custom- _·_ _ _ _ __

.~~!a~ "I think that
the roof to
sleep, but it
provides little comfort.
You hear
the crackle
of automatic gunfire
floating on
the dry air

[Baghdad
Burn·ing.·
G•IrI Blog
from Iraq] is
particularly
~~~ the interesting
<?.ver the ... because
honzon you
see violent it emerged
bursts of ·
,
'
orange and from a
flaming red
streaks illu- blog..."

minating
the sky. You
- NANCY STOCKDALE
UCF PROFESSOR
can't sleep,
butthewak- - -- - -ing hours
are worse than any nightmare
you could imagine. Yet, when
the sporadically availa,ble power
does return, your first inclina- ·
tion is to go online and write all
about it in excruciating detail.
Welcome to the world of the
anonymous Iraqi blogger Riverbend, a pseudonym used to protect her identity. Riverbend is all
too willing to share her world
with the thousands who log on
to her blog, Baghd~d Burning.
She, like many others, uses technology to publish her daily life
on the Internet.
Riverbend and a small cadre
of writers are offering first-hand
reports that many in the socalled "mainstream media"
can't. Though generally derided
by · critics as "pajama-clad
hacks," bloggers in Iraq offer a
distinct angle on the war .t hat
many don't get from traQitional
media outlets.
Blogging is not new, but the
blog world's power as a rival
medium to traditional media
outlets has grown over the past
several years. The "blogosphere" counts several prominent political victims due to its
ability to focus solely on one
story and relentlessly attack.
Richard -Posner, judge on the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
PLEASE SEE

BLOGGER'S ON A6

ALebanese Shiite Muslim
mother taps her son's
head to cause additional
bleeding after cutting it
with a sword during
Ashoura Day in the
southern market town of
Nabatiyeh, Lebanon,
Tuesday, Jan. 30, 2007.
Ashoura is the most
important day ofthe
longer Muharram festival
when Shiites
commemorate the death
of Imam Hussein,
grandson of the Prophet
Mohammed, who was
beheaded in Karbala, Iraq
in 680 AD in a battle over
the line of succession to
tlie Prophet Mohammed.

AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

KnightUnk seminar
Career Services and Experiential Learning will hold a sem.-·
inar on how to use and take
advantage of KnightLink today
from 10 am. to 11 am. in the
Career Resource Center of Ferrell Commons, Room 185C.
Through ·KnightLink, students are able to find part-time
and full-time jobs, as well as
learn about interviewing and
recruiting events.
Register with KnightLink
before attending the semirutr.
For more information, contact Career Services and Experiential Learning at 407-823-2361

BELA SZANDELSZKY I
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Black History Month ceremoni~s

There will be a kickoff celebration for Black History
Month today in the Student
Union Courtyard from noon to 1
p.m.
The Jones High SchoolBand
will be there to provide music ·
for the event.·
·
For more information, contact Latoya James at 407-823· 0401,

·Job shadowing seminar
A seminar on extemships
and job shadowing will be 'g iven
today from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Career Resource Center of Ferrell Commons, ROom 185G.
Those attending will learn
how to get a chanc(l to shadow a
professional ·as they go about
their work, giving them real-life
experience about the profession.
For more information, contact Career Services and Experiential Leaming·at 407-823-2361.

Action Plan seminar

A seminar on·developing 'an
·action plan for your academics
and career will be given today
from 11 a.m. to noon in the
Career Resource Center of Ferrell Commons, Room 185C.
The seminar is intended to
help guide students through
college, and help them make
successful transitions to the
professional world
For more information, contact C:areer Services and Experiential Leaming at 407-823-2361.
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LOCAL
&STATE

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

College student jailed for 2 days
after reporting being raped
TAMPA - A 21-year~old
woman who told police that a
man raped her was jailed for
\
two days after officers helping
her folln.d a warrant accusing
her of failing to pay restitution
\
for a 2003 theft arrest.
· A jail worker later refus~d to ·
give her a second dose of a
. morning-after pill to prevent
pregnancy because of religious
convictions, said Vic Moore, the
college student's attorney!
'
She was released from jail
\
Monday only after ~oore
reported her plight to tlie local
media
.
-r ·
"Shocked. Stm;me/ Outraged. I d,on't have ~rds to
describe it,'' Moore ~d Tuesday of his client's
est and
treatment in jail. "She is not a
victim of any one pers9n. She is
a victim of the systenl. There's
just got to be some humanity
involved when it's a/victim of
rape."
Tampa police saiCi Tuesday
the~ were changing fli~ir po~cy
to give officers moi;e discretion
on when to arrest a crime victim who has outstkding war~
rants.
"Obviously, any policy that
allows a sexual battery victim to
spend a night in jail is a flawed
policy,'' police spokeswoman
Laura McElroy said "So our city
attorney is writing a pew policy
t
· right now."
· Hillsborough County jail
officials didn't inu;nediately
return a phone inessage seeking · 1.
comment Tuesday.
The woman is not being
named by The Associated Press
because she reported being the
. victim of a sex crime.
The premed student was in
Tampa on Saturday <Uiemoon
t
for Gasparilla, a pirate-them,ed
parade that draws thousands of
revelers to·the cify's waterfront
each year.
She said she was walking
alone to her car when a man
pulled her behind a downtown
building and raped her; McElroy Said
·

,,

Shiite marches draw blood
SAM F. GHATTAS

where a man cleansed a pocket-knife with alcohol before
.
striking each boy several times
BEIRUT, Leb~?n - Tens. of . on the head. Some boys cried
thousands of Shiite Muslim and resisted, but the cutting
men, some beating their chests proceeded
·
and slashing· their heads With
"We're used to it/' said Mah.blades, marched along city moud Jaber, 43, who brought
streets throughout the Middle his five · boys to ~lash their
East on Tuesday . to mark heads. ''We've been doing this
Ashoura.
· •
since we were kids.·I started
' The marches in Lebanon, when I was three. It doesn't
Bahrain, Saudi ~bia, Iraq and hurt because the cry of pain
Iran took pl~ce m an atmos- gQes away with the faith."
:phere of tens1~n be~een Shi.:
Another participant, Abbas
ites and Sunru Muslims that Mahmoudi, an engineer,
has risen during the past year · explained why he cut himself
as the power struggles in Beirut by saying: "If the intention is
and Baghdad ~ on a sectari- sincere, then I will be rewarded
an cast.
(by God)."
In the southern Lebanese.
Mahmoudi, 24, said he was
~own.~f Nabatiyeh, ~o~ands
not worried about the hostility
?f Shiite men walked m circles between the leading Shiite and
m the town square, many slash- Sunni political parties in
ing their heads with swords Lebanon. "Al Hamdulillah
~d then pounding th~ woU?d (praise be to God), the Shilt~
with the palm of their hand. are always victorious," he said ,
They wore white sheets as
One of the holiest days of
symbolic shrouds, which also the Shiite year, Ashoqra marks
served to absorb the blood
the killing of Imam Hussein,
Men brought their young the grandson of · Prophet
sons, parts of their heads Muhammad, in a 680 AD. batshaven, to a hall in Nabatiyeh tle at Karbala in Iraq. As the
Associated ~ress

victors went on to become the
Sunni branch of Islam, Hussein's death is regarded as the
start of the schism between
Sunnis and Shiites.
The story of HU.ssein's final
hours was recounted in a huge
hall in south Beirut by a cleric
who broke down· and wept.
Several thousand men and
women listened in segregated
seating, many weeping or slapping their heads.
!Ii eastern Saudi Arabia,
men, children and then women
marched through the town of
Awwamiya, beating . their
chests. Many of the men's faces
were covered in blood from
wounds inflicted on their heads·
with daggers. Over their black
clothes, they wore white ponchos to better display the
blood
. "The spilling of blood is a
symbol of our intent to' live by
the values of Hussein," said
Sheik Nunr al-N'unr, a prominent Shiite cleric.
In Sihat, elsewhere in eastern Saudi Arabia, hundreds of
men stood in a farm shed beat. ing their chests :with their open

palms and wciiling "O, Hussein,
God is great! God is Great!" In a
· Iarge shed next door, women
followed the demonstration on
closed circuit TY. tapping their
one hand with the other in time
to the rhythm set by the men.
Despite the certainty of sectarian violence in Iraq_ at least
39 Shiite worshippers were
killed in attacks
millions
attended commemorations.
Under Saddam Hussein, Shi.ites were restricted from performing the Ashoura rituals.
Rahim Husseip, a ·34-yearold laborer who 't raveled to
Karbala from Baghdad and was
dressed entirely in black, said "I
came to die in this holy day. We
are not afraid from the terrorists wherever they are. Let
them come. I came to win martyrdom."
In Pakistan, an explosion
next to a pre-dawn Ashoura
procession provoked an out.burst of shooting that left .two
Sunni M\lslims dead in the
western town of Hangu, police
said. .N"me police offi~ers and
four civilians were wounded in
the attack.
'

'

l

'
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Disney, family settle lawsuit over
·boy who died on Mission: Space

t

ORLANDO - Walt Disney
Gallery artist lecture
World has settled a wrongful
Artist Gary Bolding, whose
death lawsuit with the family of
exhibition in the Visual Arts
a 4-year-old Pennsylvaiiia boy
'Building's Art Gallery opens on
who died after going on one of ,
Thursday, will hold a lecture
its rides, court records show.
that day in the Visual Arts
However, neither an attorFROM Al
Office
of
Student
Financial
However,
Florida
still
has
the
the
country,
tuition
is
extremeBuilding, Room 140A
ney
· representing
Daudi
lowest tuition in the nation. ly low and we're forced to rely Assistance, .48.6 percent of
Bolding's exhibition, titled
Bamuwamye's
parents
nor
Disundergraduate
students
in
the
According to the report, Flori~ so much on tuition dollcµ-s to
GAR')( BOLDING: From Winney would elaborate on the
wouldn't get otherwise without da received an Fin affordability support higher educ;ition and university qualify for Bright
dow to Wal~ will hang in the Art
terms. The court file shows a
a research program. It also although its average for tuition the university system," Evelyn Futures.
Just like Home,"
Gallery until March 2.
joint· motion for dismissal
of
distincbrings
a
great
level
numerous UCF students rely
is $3,336 in 2006-2007 for four- said
The Art Gallery is open
against Disney filed Jan. 11, and
t
ion
and
adds
a
certain
amount
'
on
Bright
Futures
for
educaCurreptly,
some
of
the
qualyear
public
universities
·ComMonday through Friday, from 9
·approved that day.
of value to the degree that you pared to the national average of illcations for a 100-percent tional needs.
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The file says the parties set- · .'
receive from UC:f."
"It's very difficult to tell anyBright Futures Scholarship ·
$5,836.
For more information, contl~d
the dispute in mediation on
'n,e disparity in the'number
one
that
you're
going
to
cut
Why did Florida receive include ~ 3.5 GPA with a mini-·
tact Janet Kilbride 407.,823-3161
Oct. 26, but does not include
of public universities in Florida such a bad grade for tuition mum of a 1270 score on the back on a scholarship program
specifics.
compared with other states cost if it's. the lowest in the · SAT or 28 on the A.CT. For 75 that has been very successful
Job search workshop
Bamuwamye died after ridwas
addressed
in
the
report.
percent, a student must meet a and has helped a lot ofstudents
country?
·Career Services & Experien-·
ing "Mission: Space" on June 13,
Florida
has
17
rilillion
residents
go
to
college,"
Evelyn
said
3,.0
GPA
with
at
least
a
970
SAT
.
The
problem
does
not
lie
in
tial Leaming will host a work2005. An autopsy determined
and 11 public universities, the cost of tuition, but .rather score or 20 on the ACT.· A
The evaluation was not
shop on effective ways to search
the Sellersville, Pa., boy died of
whereas North Carolina, for the aid that is given to specific majority of students qualify for written to call the state to
for a job on Thursday from 1
a heart condition linked to nat·· · example, has less than half of students. Bright F\ltures schol- the latter. · ··
immediate
action
but
rather
to
p.m. to 2 p.in. in the Career
u,:al causes.
Florida's population but 19 uni- arships are given t<;> -students
outline
significant
modificaThe
evaluation
calls
for
the
Resource Center of Ferrell
The condition· is an abnorversities. Although, Florida has with high' jlCademic perform- Board of Governors to redesign tions needed to enhance FloriCommons, Room 185C.
mal thickening of the heart that
three of the largest universities ance rather than need-based . Bright Futures and "re-exam- da's state university system.
The workshop will -cover
can throw contractions out of
in the country, none of them students. Bright Future~ aW<µ"d- ine ritltion policy and design a · However, the Board of Goverhow to identify professional
coordination.
are ranked as the highest in ed approximately 140,000 stu- tuition strategy that increases nors did call for meeting to
employment opportunities and
People who have it are at risk
acaCiemics.
dents in 2005-2006 totaling institutional flexibility,'' the initiate a new master plan, Forhow to network effectively with
for sudden death throughout
''UCF and. a lot of the other $306 million in scholarship report stated. This could mean ward by Design, and to use the
other professionals..
their lives, especially in stressuniversities in Florida are rela- funding for postsecondary · raising the stand~ds for the evaluation as a basis to launch·
. For more iriformation, conful situations, a medical examtively young compared to a lot education in the state.
the
plan
into
action,
which
was
.
recipients
of
Bright
Futures.
tact' Career Services & Experiiner said.
of other institutions, particular"Bright Futures. is the only discussed hi a press release on
Many of the recipients are
enti,al Learning at 407-823-2361.
The suit alleged Disney did
ly in the northeast, that really not financially in need, accord- .reason I'm in college. I had to Jan.24.
'
not properly warn the public of
have, in some cases, a 100-year ing to the report. Bright take out small 'loans every
Chancellor
for
the
Board
of
Mood improvement workshop
hazards associated with the ride
head start on some of us,. so Futures' recipients are awarded · semester to cover other Governors Mark B. Rosenberg
The Counseling Center will
and should have done more to
their reputation and the pro- . the scholarships based on their expenses,, but Bright Futures said in a news release that he
hold a workshop on how to
help
when
Bamuwamye
grams that they built are obvi- acadeiilicachiev(lments,rather covers my tuition 75. percent," wa5 eagerly anticipating the .
improve your mood on Thursbecame unconscious after ridol.tsly larger ·and greater than than a need-based situation.
Forward
by
Design
plan.
said
Adrienne
Home,
a
21-yearday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
ing.
ours," Evelyn said. "But if you
"Our universities belong to
"It's a statewide issue. All old sociology major. "I think
in the Counseling Center, Build"Mission: Space,'' ·which
look at the 40-year history, universities recogniZe that they should leave Bright the citizens ()fthis state. Everying 27.
opened in 2003, simulates a trip
approximately, and how far there is not enough need-base Futures as an academic-based one in this state has a stake in
There will be activities·
to Mars and spins riders in a
UCF has come in its research funding. Because tuiti9n in . scholarship. Technically, I'm in the strength of our institutions
aimed at improVing your mood
centrifuge that subjects them to
programs. It is really.quite phe- Florida is the lowest in the need, but according to the gov- and in where our university
as well as strategies on how to
twice the normal force of gravinomenal compared to the uni- conntry, we're already at a .dis- ernnient, my parents make too system is beaded I encourage
feel liappier and think more .
ty.
The ride has motion sickness
versities up north."
advantage, and take away the much money. I had to rely on full participation 'i n Forward by
positively.
·
bags and. signs warping people
As Florida universities con- money from Bright Futures, my academics to get me thus Design to help us drclft a plan
Students must sign up in
with heart, back and neck probtinue to grow and expand, the w~'re at a further disadvantage. far and so should others."
for the future," Rosenberg said
·advance to participate.
lems.
·
cost of tuition also increases. · Ifyou compare us to the rest of
in
the
news
release.
According
to
the
UCF
· For more information, conA 49-year-old woman from
. tact Larry Marks at 407-823Germany also became ill and
2811.
died in April after riding the
attraction. She died from bleeding of the brain and had severe
High:79°
long-standing high blood pres:
sure, according to a medical
Today: Cloud and sunshine on and
, Low:67° ·~
PAR~LY CLOUDY
examiner's report.
off for most -0fthe day. Winds noit}JDisney has since opened a
,
_,,
.
1
The Future wants to 'hear
northeast at 5to10 mph. ·
tamer version of the ride, which
from you! If you have a dub,
High:
11°
Tol)igbt: Temperatures stay mild and
does not have a spinning cenHigh: 64° Low: 54° the sky stays cloudy. Winds east at 5
organization or event and want
trifuge.
·
'
THUNDERSHOWERS
.
Low:
60°
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Ahmed Abdallah
Pascal Abitbol
Dennrik Abrahan
Channing Adams
Sarah Adams
JufieAdams
Presley Adamson
Modupeolu Adegoke
Talya Adesnik
Kyle Adkins
Anthony Agnello '
Jeannie Albers
Joshua Albright
Jumana Aldeek
Kailin Alfred
Shainna Ali
Katherine Allen
Brittney Allen
Jacob Allen
Lindsay Allen
Joshua Altenbernd
Paula Alvarez
Luisa Alvarez
Teresa Ambrosino
Daniel Amelio
Alfredo Amengual .
Samuel Amos
Shaina Anderson
Dacia Anderson
Megan Anderson
Jordan Anderson
Lauren Anderson
Lisa· Andresen.
Je~sica Andrews
Daniel Angel
Richard Appelbaum
Jonathan April
Jessie Aquilina
Luciana Aquino
Vanessa Arce
Odille Arias
Jamie Arnett
Robert Aronowitz
Erin Arpke
Brittany Arroyo
Emily Arthur
Jordan Arvan
Vania Arzadon
Mitra Asgarinik
Kelli Askew
Mark Askins
Michael Atkinson
Ryan Auer
Philip Augustino
Eri~a Avila
Bassam Ayoub
MarkBacal
\ David Baggett
Jessica Bahr
Jennifer Baker
Alexandra Baldwin
Brent Balkaran
Lindsey Ball
Patty Ballard
Rex Balmes
Sean Barber
Silvino Barreiros
Alaina Bartholomay
Travis Bashor
Rania Bassiouni
Regina Batcher
David Baughman
Randi Baumgartner
Kristen Baxter
Whitney Bayuk
Jennifer Bazemore
Max Behrman .
Tiffany Bell
Artiom Bell
Chad Bellamy
Daniel Bellini
Molly Bender
Christopher Benedict
Patrick Berg .
Madison Bernath
Ana Berrio
Juan Berrios
Laura' Berry
Danielle Bianculli
Charlotte Bigio
Michael Bilak
Sarah Bishop
Katie Bishop
Diana Bixler
Zachary Black
Jessica Blackburn
Robert Blair
Bryn Blaise
Raquel Blanco
Clay Blasser
Bianca Bloomfield
Nicole Blue .
Allison Blum
Kristin Blyar
Natha~ Bodnar
Virginia Boller
Kaylee Bonatakis
Mark Bonner
Chelsey Borden
Juliana Borges
Cara Bortz
Ashley Borysewich
Ashley Bowman
'Karina Boycheva
Raechel Bradford
Zackery Brady
Christopher Bravo
Kevin Breen
Alyssa Bridge
Bryan Brinda
Joshua Brink
Jessica Brito
William Bromley
· Christina Brower
Adrian Brown
Kristina Brown
Travis Brown
Ryan Brunette
Frank Bruno
Clintia Bryant
Je.nna Buck

Kimberly Buckingham
Kristen Buckley
Kevin Burrell
Victoria Burton
Kathleen Butcher
Rosa Butler
Allyson Cafek
Christopher Caggiano
· Jia Cai
Ctaig Calamis
Cristina Calandruccio
Catherine Callaghan
Ryann Callahan
Scott Callin
Ulysses Canlas
Katherine Cannon
Lauren Cantrell
Raquel Caporella
Michael Capps
Pamela Caraballo
Jesse Cjlrah
Michelle Cardona
William Carey
Daniel Carlyle
Jereme Carne
Leah Carolan
Melissa Carollo
Michelle Carter
Joseph C,asal
Anthony Casamassima
LiorCaspi
Tamar Cassagnol
Mollie Casserly
James Cassiano
Shannon Castle
Adam Cataldi
Catherine Cavinder
Bryan Cazenavette
Deana Celebre
Isabella Celeste
Lorie Ceniza
Laura Cepero
Nicole Cerny
Khristy Chamberlain
Amy Chamley
Brittany Chancey
Regine Chauvet
Fenfei Chen
Cory Chenard
Cecilia Chirinos Reyes
Tony Cho
Karen Chrisman
Kia Christian
Christooher Cirillo
Deanna Cisar
Kaira Cla 1er
Christine _(ark
Jennifer Clausen
Jason Clerkin
Kristoffer Cleto
Michelle Clifford
Molly Clifton ,
Kristina Climer
Brandon Clinton
Devon Cobb-Tappan
Joseph Cochran
Lori Colasurdo
lee Colburn
Valeria Coll
Cory Collier
Erin Collins
Schadrick Collins
Kahla Colston
T,racy Commander
Jennifer Conn
·
Shane Connolly
Webster cook
Daniel Cooledge
Adriana Coppola
Patricia Coral
Luis Cordova
John Cotter
Amanda Craig
Arielle Crawford
Eric Crawford
Tom Cristoforo
Kayla Crittenden
Joseph Cronyn
Anne Crosby
Jacob Crossley
Carlton Crumbliss
Rose Crutcher
Lawrence-Stuart Cruz
Nair Cruzate Muss I
. Tamra Culp
Andrea Cumming
Sean Curran
Lisa Currier
John Curry
Clinton Curvin
Ashton Dacus
Kelly Dahl
Michael D'Angelo
Milan Daniels ·
Allexandra D.aniels
William Dansby
Brian Daubenspeck
Evan Davidson
Shayn Davidson
Christina Davila
· Callye Davis
Stephanie Davis
Elizabeth Dawson
Angela De Jesus
Sarah de Leon
Kara Dean
.Vincent Deangelo
Kali Dearmit
Stefanie Dedmon
Kara Deibel
Mindy Dellinger
Megan Delmonte
Shayn Delph
Jack Demetree
Megan Dennis
Erica Dennison
Jamee Desimone
Andrew Dewitt
Casey Dial
Miguel Diaz ,
Krystal Diaz
Rene Diaz
Sarah Didriksen
Ashley Dieudonne
Jason Dighton
Thomas Dillon
Alessandra Dinubile

1

1

·Freshmen students.who obtained a 3.5 GPA
o_r h.igher in fall 2006

- Del Pizzo
Kathryn Dipietro
Brandi Dixon
Tutrinh-Oo
Joshua Doc~us
Adriana Doerr
Megan Donoghue
Sean Dooley
Jose Dornbusch
Johnathan Dorton
Maria Douaihy
Kaitlin Doulou
Anne Dozier •
Kyle Drewes
Donovan Drymon
Brandon Dubi!S
Bradley Dubs
Joseph Duenas
Alyssa Dugan
Patrick Duke
Goretti Duncker
Brandon Duquette
Whitney Duteau
Ruti Dwivedi ·
Michael Dwyer
Scott Dyl
.
Catelin Dziuba
Christopher Earman
Dimity Easley
Melissa Eaton
Jessica Echaniz
Maayan Eckstein
Raina Edouard
Omari Edwards
Brenna·Egan
Miriam Eic;henbaum
Lauren Ekey
Adam El Kommos
Anne Efgut · ·
Emily Ellingsworth
Wendy Elliott
Lauren Ellison
Bonnie Elmendorf
Mohammed Elsayed
Katherine Elsea
Justyn Engl
Andrew Erda!
F'or Leonard Esclamado
Omid Esmailzadegan
Johanna Espenschied
\Jackie Esquiaqui
Christopher Estoch
Luis Estrada
Leah Etmanczyk
Erik Eubanks
Emma Evans
Timothy Evans
Kristen Evans
Elizabeth Everett •
Allison Evers
AshleyEwh
Vane.ssa Ezeta
Kristin Falen
Chloe Falk
Jomah Fangonilo
Linda Farmer
Stephanie Farquhar
Sean Farrell
Jeremy Farwick ,
Collier Faubion
Jenny Fedor
Heather Felsted ·
Courtney Felt
Jacqueline Fenton
Sylvana Fernandez
Stephanie Ferreira
Eric Fershtman
Lauren Fetherolf
Allison Fields
Jill Fierle
Kaye Figueroa
Kelly File
Nikita Finger
Lynda Fireoved
Christina Firriolo
Amanda Fisher
Tara Fitzgerald
Kelin Flanagan
Allison Flavio
Abbey Florence
Rosa Flores
John Florez
Heather Flynn
Mike Flynn
Michael Fontanez .
Hannah Fontecchio
Justin Ford
Ashley Foreman
Amanda Fortier
Bianca Fortis
Rebecca Fraley
Zachary Frankel
Allen Frankenberger
Emily Frazier
Samantha Frazier
Gregory Freibofer
Kathi Fuson
Judith Gachelin
Lauren Gaddy
Jessica Gaete
Katherine Gage
Lauri Gagnon
AmandaGaid
Jarryd Gaier
Jenna Galardi
Anna GaJloway
Stephanie Gamba
. Simone Gamble
KellyGanzen
Rhianna Garcia
Angela Garcia
Brenda Garcia
Katelynn Garcia
Carlos Garcia
Maria Gardner
Jacob Garn:ian
James Garner
Lindsay Gartrell

Rocklyn Gatta
Nicole Gal,lzens
Diana Gaviria
Anna Gayday
Sarah Gecan
Kerissa Gentile
Caitlin George
Rachel Germaine
Carmwe Giardin
Justin Gibbons
Bethany Giddens
Candace Gier
Sarah Gierach
Josephine Given
Lauren Godfrey
Aaron Godwin
Travis Goldberg
Bryan Goidstein
Steven Goldstein
Brandon Hamilto
Steven Hampson
Sammy Hamzah
Mark Hankins
Lauren Hansbur
Christine Hanset
Drew Hanson
Carter Hardy
Jessica Harned
Stephanie Hartkopf
Timothy Hartzog
Zarmina Hashmi
Courtney Havener
Kathy He
Erin Healey
Mijan Hears
Joseph Heath
Frank Hegedus
Megan Heidemann
Michael Heiland
Lindsey Hemphill
Jessica Henderson
Stephanie Herdocia
Logan Herlihy
Jenivieve Herman
Rebecca Hernandez
Jean Carlos Hernandez·
Jaclyn Hernandez
Ivan Hemandez
Daniel Hernandez
Lonny Herndon
Elizabeth Herrera
Lindsay Herron
AmberHeyna
Trevor Hicks
Hannah Higginbotham
Nicholas Higgins
Erin Hill
Jesse Hill
Jodi Hill
Marsh=all Hilton
Jamal Hinkson
Kelsey Hinton
Sarah Hix 1
Nicole Hoag
Kacie Hohnadell
Kristin Holliday
Hana Hollinger
· Jason Holman
Stephen H
Austin Ho.
Matthew

'

Justin kasenberg
Natalie Keene-Krops
· Ryan Kelly
Kraig Kelsey
Ross Kerley
e Kernan
ma Khan
al Khan
anie Khouri
inia Kiddy
ael Kilbride ·
rly Kilsgaard
ngKim
niel King '
sica King
Kipersztok
ey Kirchman
an Kirshner
rah Kison
h Kno.r r

Sara Kramer
Emily Krebs
Nichole Krieger
Amanda ·Kulasevig
Maxx Kumiski
Elizabeth Kump
Michael Kyryliw
Jessica Lab

Erin Liles
Steven Linder
Sarah Lindner
Justin Link
Christina Link

Lauren McManus
James McNichol'
Caitlin Meade
Alexis Medina
Jeremy Meduri
Laura Meleis
Denae Melton
Daniel Mendez
Jose Menendez
. Scott Mercado
Michele Meyrose
Heather Mielke
Brandon Migliore
Philip Mikels
Andrea Milic
Kristen Miller
Tierney Miller
Jer.rabel Miller
Samantha Miller
Steven Miller
Allyssa Miller
Gregrory Miller
chary Miller
ina Milligan
oleMillikan
Millsjerome
ka Mingoia
an Miniello
Samuel Minnaker
Catherine Minter
Amber Minugh
Andrew Miros
Aleem Mirza
Ashley Mitchell
Katherine Moench
Alyssa Moffitt
Brett Mogensen
Laura Molander
Nicole Molina
Shanine Mollentze
Aaron Monkman
Brian Monroe
Brian Monroe
Chase Montague
Lindsey Montgomery
Aystin Montoya
Dana Mooney
Marissa Moore
Mitchell Moore
·Amanda Moore
Nelsi Mora
Amanda Morgan
James Morosetti
Kimberly Morris
Levi Morris
Joseph Morton
Mitra Mossaddad
Eric Mossor
Nicholas Motola
Louis Mouser
Keegan Mullaney
Derek Mullins
Kelsea Mulroy
David Munz
· Muriel Murden
Michelle Murphy
Meagan Murphy
Samantha Murray
yakhova
n Mutter

Veronica
MalloryH
Jamie Hus
Geoffrey
Zachary H
Steven Hu

Bianca Ion
Desaree Ir'
Jessica lrsay
Ashley Isabell
Sarah Jablonski
Erica Jackson
Jeri Jackson
Sarah Jackson
Hilda Jacobo
Jordan Jacobs
NarissaJa m
MateenJa
Adam Jah
Taylor Jeffi
Amy Jelen
AshleyJe
GinaJenk·
Amanda
Krista Jens
ZhengJia
Christina J
Jatlyn Joh
Lauren Jo
Tiffany Jo
Devin Jon
Cailin Jon
· Caitlyn Jo
Ryan Jone
Valery Jon
Vanja Jonji
Christoph
EdgarJor
Courtney
Brittany Ju
Garrett Jurss
Tyler Justice
JamieKahn
Michael Kaman
Anna Kaplan

Eric Marks
Daniel Marlborough
John Martarano
Angela Martjnez
Sara Martinez
Rebecca Martinez

om
Morgan McGuire
Allen Mcintyre
Leslie McKinley
Melinda McLaughlin
Troy Mclendon

LINK
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)

line Nest
Jessica Neville
Stepha~y Nezo ·
Ryan Nicholas
Katie Nichols
Kaylea Nichotson
Samuel Nielsen
Allan Niskanen

Lesley Noyes
Diana Nunez
Francesca N\,ltta
Brett O'Baker
Andrea Ochoa
Sarah Oepen
Sarah Oerther
Sean Offer
MaryOHern
Lisa Oien
Brian Oliver
Eric Olson

·sponsored by:
•·
I

llan Ronay
Nathan Roney
Rebecca Ronnow
Joseph Rosenberg
Kimberly.Rosenthal
Max Rousseau
Katharine Rovinsky
Rhae Royal
"Daniel Rubio
Elizabeth Ruelke
Heather Paleveda
Christian Ruiz
Matthew Palma
Evan Russell
Andrea Palmer
Zakayla Russell
Adam Papageorgiou
Chadd Ryan
William Park
Raymond Saade
Daniel Parker
Lauren Sackett
Kyle Parker
Farhat Safah
Michael Parrado
Heidi Sagoskin
Kristen Parson
Laura Salerno
Brittany Parsons
Jessica Salei:no
Kyle Pascioni
Jasna Salopek ·
Nick Pascucci
Heather Salway
Amanda Pasik
Jasmine Sanchez
Robert Paske
Marcus Sanderlin
Gina Pasquini
: Ashton Sanders
Mfshal Patel
Sarah 'Sands
Ami Patel
Nancy Sanfrancesco
Jordynn Pauls
Amanda Sanks
Sarah Pavlock
Jaclyn Santana
Stephanie Pavolini
Justin Santiago ·
Carlee Pecen
Christina Saplo
Alisha Peddle
Kimberly Sapp
Christopher Peluso
Daniel Sarduy
Matthew Penn
Samantha Sarff
Amanda Penner
Victor Sarkar
Janell Pennington'
Jacob Sar-vis ·
Adilen Perez
Josh Sasser
Kelly Perrone
Richard Saturnini
Melissa Pe'r ry
Jeffrey Schaffer
Brandon Peters
Alexandria Schaffer
Kelly Peterson
Nicholas Schiegner
Andrew Peterson
John Schifferli
Christopher Petterson
Lauren Schlemovitz
Alyson Pfeifer
Juan ·s chmid
Wjlliam f>flueger
Robert Schmitz
Anna Pham
Jason Schnier
Matthew Philbrick
Mary Scholz
Stephanie Philips
Ashley Schonk
Kira Phillips
Chris Schuerman
Amy Phillips
Samantha Scigliuto
Kyle Piecora
David Scott
Jillianne Pierce
Bradley Sease
Alexander Pirela
Dennis Seda
Yannik Pitcan
Hannah Seibert
Jennifer Pitts
Melissa Seldin
Patrick Plamodon
Philip Senger
Michael Plasencia
Sara Sewelson
Amanda Platner
Stephanie Shafer
Eunice Pochette
· Amy Shamieh
Shayna Poklemba
Ramkrishna Sharma
Kristen Polhill
Ian Shatanoff
Cassandra Policastro
Courtney Shelton
Kylee Poole
Justin Sherren .
Jaimie Porter
Trevor Shipley'
Michelle Posadas
Stephanie Shive
Sheri Poskanzer
Levi Shuman
Erica Price
Travis Shute
Matthew Price
Matthew Siegel
William Proctor
Derek Sierra
Karen Prosen
David Sigurani
Grant Proulx
. Kathleen Simmons
Danielle Ptak
Keily Simmons
Christopher Pugh
Erica Simpson
Cassondra Puklavage
Emily Simpson
William Quarles
Felicia Skinner
Kelsey Quillen
Brendon Skov
Lydia Quinn
Robert Slade
Oscar Quintero
Andrew Slane
Rabia Qutubuddin
Lindsey Smedley
Amanda Radeke
. Christopher Smiley
Alyssa Rahe
Shane smith
Timbrel Rajala
Shayna Smith
Nalita Rajkumar
Emily Smith
Jonathan Rakitin
Shannon Smith
Christopher Rallo
Cynthia Smith
Lisa-Marie RamkissoonBrandon Smith
Dawson
Laura Smith
Richard Rampi
Allison Snoddy
Stephanie Rancich
· Timothy Snook
Laura Rauch
Ehsan Sorbi
Shiv Rawal
Jonathan Soriano .
Sarah-Jane Redford
Francisco Sotomayor
Kaycee Reese
James Southall .
Kaycee Reese
Jillian Southard
Lauren Rehm
Kristen Spencer
Ashley Rehman
Gerard St.Hilaire
Todd Reichert
Emily Stanford
Christopher Reilly
Jessica Stanley
Blair Remington
Ashley Stars
Baron Renneisen
Patrick Stauffer
Jules Renner
Kimberly Steele
Jessica Repsher
David Stein
Michael Rettig
Andrew Stein
Andre Reyna
Samantha Steinemann
Sam Rezk
Caraline Stephens
Aladdin Riad
Willie Stephens
Ezzio Ribotti
Matthew Stiefeld
Jennifer Ri<;e
Misty Stinnett
Shahdai Richardson
Laura Stockbridge
Stephen Ricker
Patricia Stockley
Joia Riley
Blake Stockton
Jeffrey Riley
Andrew Stoutenburg
James Rinaldi
· Heather Strange
Virginia Rinkel
Margret Strawser-Booth
Nichola's Rishel
Arnanda Strnad
Jennifer Rishell
Stephen Strnad
flethany Rittenhouse
· Kelly Sudell
Alayna Rivera
Michael Sulewski
· Melissa Rivers
Carley Sullivan
Rebecca Robbins
Kenley Sullivan
William Robbins
Corey Sullivan
.Krista Roberts
Jessica Sunday
Jessica Roberts
Michelle Suppe
Glory Robert·s
Heather Sutton
Sarah Roberts
Chas Sweitzer
Allison Roberts
Kathryn Swisher
.Steven Robertson
Jennifer Szarmack
· Tiffany Robinson
Brian Taft
Jamal Robinson
Carrie Talluto
Sara Robison
Nathanial Taulman
Sarah Robles
Kayla.Taylor
Amanda Rodriguez
Katelyn Taylor
Astrid Rodriguez •
Kayla Teaberry
Raquel Rodriguez
Faith Teigen
Antonio Rodrig·uez
Ross Templeton
Erik Rodriguez
Lisa Terry
Natalie Rodriguez
Thomas Testa
Leticia Romero Ruiz

odyOtt
Christopher Otte
Morgan Owens
Jesus Ozuna
Randy Pabon
'Corbin Page

Danie!Theckston
Alexandra Theriault
Kiersten Thomas
Venessa Thomas
Rebecca Thomas
ChristopherThompson
Kelsey Thomson
Danielle Thornton
Holly Tillis
Christina Tineo
Danielle Tipple
Jessica Tischer
Megan Tobias
Charles Todd
LaifToland
Andrea Carmela Toledo
Victoria Tomko
Vito Torres
Kelly Torres
Nicole Torres
Jonathan Torres
Edgar Torres
Kenneth Totten
Kaitlin Towell-Volpe
Lindsy Townsend
James Traynor•
TimothyJreco
Allison Tredway
Andrew Trostle
Isabel Trueba
Yamilet Trujillo
Lana Tsiperovich
Rosa Tu
Catherine Tugg
Laura Tuller
Lindsey T~rnbull
)oshua Tyler
Elyse Ugalde
Kassandra Urban
Benjamin Valade
Vanessa Valdes
Kathryn Valentine
Simon Vallejo
Christopher Vallone
Alexander Van Buren
Joshua Van Der Bunt
Myers Van Fossen
Neyda Vanbennekom
Chelsea Vandemark
Jamie VanderBaan
Amaliah Varazo
Demitria Vasilatis
Irena Vaskiv
Kimberly Vaughan
Carlos Vazquez
Sarah Veal
Joseph Vega
David Velazquez '
Keon Vere-en •
Katherine Vidmar '
Diego Viteri
Seth Voigt
- MelissaVu
Kimberly Vuille
Clayton Wagner
Rachel Wagner
Brittany Wah ls
Brent Wakelin
Leslie Walker
Morgan Walker
. Angelica Walker
Sara Wallshein
Ryan Walsh
Patrick Walsh
Fang Wang
Tracey Ward
Carrie Wartmann
Monae Watson
James Watson
Nicholas Webber
Jeffrey Weiner
Lindsay Weinstock
Perry Wells
Melissa Wenck
Samantha Wenzel
Ashley Westfall
Mark Whitaker
Jared Whitchard
Ryan White
Rachel Whitehead
Jessica Wickersham
Jacob Wiese
Christopher Will
Bryan Williams
Andrew William>
Sheveada Williams
Alyssa Williams
Jeffrey Williams
Joel Williams
Sarah- Williams
Sara Williamson
Chelsea Wilson
Mary Wilson
Amanda Wilson
Whitney Windham
Lesley Windle
.Tiffany Winsett
Hillary Wolfe
Jessica Wolff
Dustin Wood
Corinne Woods
Stephanie W-0ods
Alexandra Woodside
Jayme Worden
Jenna Wylie
Krys~al Yankowski Lindsey Yauch
Kaia Yontz
Terranesha Young
Stephen Younger
Natalie Yrisarry
Lina Yu
Sean Zadrovitz
John Zajicek
Melody Zanaty
Sebastian Zaragovia
Kacie Zavada
Youbran Zebib
Christine Zeitler
Debora Ziccardi Navajas
Melissa Zucker~an

For more details visit:
www.link.ucf.edu
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Keep current with headlines you,may have missed

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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Adm. William Fallon gestures while testifying on Capitol Hill in Washington, Tuesday,
before his confirmation hearing to become commander of the U.S. Central Command.

Bush nominee says 'new and
different' acticm needed in Iraq·

BR I NG ING UCF T0 Y0 U

RESTED. REASSURED.

Getting into Graduate school is ~tressful, and we 'know the entrance
exa"m may scare you. With UCF TEST PREP you can rest assured
that you will be prepared come test day. We prepare you for a highe:r
score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT, PCAT, DAT or SAT... at a .
lower prict";. In fact our priee is less than one-third of ~hat you'll P~YI
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the b1g
exam is smart. preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. C~ll us a
407.882.TEST or register online at www.testprep.ucf.edu

The last round of arms
talks in Deeember -=-- held in
the wake of the North's Oct. 9
nuclear test - failed to make
any progress on getting
Pyongyang to disarm.
The duration ofthe nuclear
discussions next week "will
depend on the progress made
during the talks:' said Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Jiang Yu.
The negotiations have only
resulted in one agreement
since they began more. than
three years ago, a September
2005 pact where the North
pledged to abandon its
nuclear program in exchange
for aid and security guarantees.
Jiang said the key goal at
the next meeting would be to
take ' "substantive steps"
toward implementing that
agreement between China,
Japan, Russia, the United
States and the two Koreas.

dealings~

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

EotJCATION

Smarter Test Prep.

WASHINGTON - Stabilizing Iraq will require "new
and different actions" to
improve security and . promote political reconciliation,
the Navy admiral poised to
lead American forces in the
Middle East said Tuesday.
Adm. William Fallon, at his
confirmation hearing, also
told the Senate Armed Services Committee that it may
be time.to "redefine the goals"
in Iraq. And he said he
believes Iran would like to
limit America's influence in
the region.
"I believe the situation in
Iraq can be turned around, but
time is short:' he said
Fallon, 62, who currently is
commander of U.S. forces in
the Pacific, said he saw a need
for a comprehensive approach
to Iraq, including econo:rp.ic
and political actions to resolve
·a_problem that requires more
than military force.
Wife convicted of killing Marine
Clemson probing students accused
''What we have been doing husband for life insurance money
of mocking black stereotypes
has not been working," he
SAN DIEGO - A woman
CLEMSON, S.C. _;Clemson
said ·''We have got to be doing, . was convicted Monday of
University President James
it seems to me, something dif- murdering her Matjne husBarker on Tuesday decried a
ferent."
·
band with arsenic so she
party where white students
·Fallon said that ''we proba- could cash in on his $250,000
mocked black stereotypes by
bly erred in our assessment" life insurance policy.
drinking' malt liquor, wearing
· of the Iraqi government's abilProsecutors argued that
faux gold teeth and at least one
ity to rebuild its society and Cynthia Sommer, 33, wanted a
-student dressed in black facP..
establish a peaceful order . more luxurious lifestyle than
Barker said in a letter to stuafter the overthrow of Presi- · she could afford on her 23dents and faculty the univer8ity
dent Saddam Hussein nearly yearrold husband's $1,700
was investigating.
four years ago.
monthly salary and saw his
"I was appalled, angered and
"One of the things in the military life insurance policy
disappointed when I learned
back ofmy.mind that I'd like to as a way to "set herself free:•
that a group of Clemson stuget answered is to meet with
Sommer's friends and codents participated in activities
the people that have been workers testified tha~ she
at an off-campus party that
working this issue - particu- threw wild parties, got her
appeared to mock and disparlarly our ambassadors, our breasts enlarged and . had
age African Americans," Barker
. diplomats - to get an assess- casual sex with multiple partsaid "Many people have been
ment of what's realistic and Jiers in' the weeks after her
offended and deeply hurt." ·
what's practical,'' Fallon said
husband's collapse.
School officials said they
'~d maybe we ought to
· Sgt. Todd Sommer was in
became aware of the party over
redefine the goals here a bit top condition when he colthe weekend and have met with
and do something that's more lapsed and died at the couple's
some of the offended students.
realistic in terms of getting home on the Marine Corps'
The party, which students said
some progress and then Miramar base in San Diego.
had a "gangsta" theme, was . maybe take on the other
His death was initially
held over the Martin Luther
ruled a heart attack. Tests of
things later:• he added
King holiday weekend
his liver later found levels of
Pictures from the party were
Explosion levels W.Va. gas
arsenic 1,020 times above ·norposted on the social networkStation, kjlling 4, injuring 5
mal.
ing Web site Facebook.com.
GHENT, WYa. An
Cynthia · Sommer swalAn unsigned letter from
explosion leveled a gas station lowed and stared as the verparty organizers read to some
near a ski resort Tuesday diet was read, while her mothof the offended students Monmorning, killing at least four er burst into tears. She faces
day apologized for "any disrepeople and seriously injuring life in prison.
spect we have caused"
With no direct evidence
at least nine others, authori"We invited all races and
that Sommer was the source
ties said
types of .peoples and never
A firefighter and a para- of the a,:senic detected in her
meant · any racial harm,"
medic were among the husband's liver, Deputy Disaccording to the letter provided
injured at the Flat Top Little trict Attorney Laura Gunn
to The Associated Press by Gail
General Store on Route 19, relied heavily on circumstanDi Sabatino, vice president for
said Kim O'Brien, spokes- tial evidence of Sommer's
student affairs. "We want
woman for the state Fire Mar- debts to show that she had a
everyone to know how sorry
shal's office, who provided the, motiv~ to kill her husband
we are) and that we are willing
casualty figures. .
.
to do anything to make things
Authorities suspect that a_ Japanese WWII-era 'war orphan'
right."
propane tank exploded at lawsuitthrown out by court ..
about 10:45 ain., just as a fire
TOKYO - A court rejected
UT students spent night at arena
truck was pulling into the sta- a compensation suit filed
after dorm's power goes out
tion in response to a report of . against the Japanese govemKNOXVILLE, Tenn. -:--- A
ment by 40 Japanese who
a leak.
power outage at the University
· The cause of the explosion were abandoned in China as
of Tennessee knocked out heathas not been determined. children after Tokyo's defeat .
ing and fire alarm services to
O'Brien said she's not sure in World War II, officials said
several campus buildings, forcwhether it was a propane tank Tuesday.
ing about 1,000 students out of
or a liquid petroleum tank that
Many were children of
their dormitory in freezing
exploded
·
Japanese farmers sent to
weather.
All that's left of the build- China's remote northwest to
The cause of the Monday
ing is a pile of debris, twisted develop land seized by Tokyo.
night outage wasn't clear, said . metal framework and a sign They were left behind by their
Jeff M~ples, senior associate
showing the price of gasoline fleeing parents as ~oviet
vice chancellor for finance and
starting at $2.19 a gallon.
troops closed in at the end of
administration. "We think it's
The explosion was felt at the war in 1945, returning only
an underground cable," he said
least a mile away at The Ski a decade ago.
Repair crews were still at
The plaintiffs blamed the
Shop.
work Tuesday.
"I thought we got struck by government for th~ delay in
The school's . Thompsonlightning. The whole building their return to Japan and for
Boling Arena was opened and
shook. The power went off," failing to support them when
its shower facilities were made
said Ben Monas_t, the shop's they tame back. Now elderly,
available for students who
they say they have struggled
manager.
couldn't find other places to
in Japan.because some are ill ·
stay, said W. Timothy Rogers, . North Korean disarmament talks and cannQt speak Japanese
vice chancellor for student
·
fluently.
resume Feb. 8, China announces
affairs.
in the case, among more
BEIJING - International
About 75 students slept on
talks on dismantling North than a dozen lawsuits filed by
mattresses on the arena's conKorea's nuclear programs will about 2,200 so-called war
course.
resume Feb. 8, China said orphans, the plaintiffs sought
"This is one of those fun colTuesday, as Washington and $270,000 each in compensalege experiences you just don't
Pyongyang began a new tion, according to Kyodo
get very often," _said Jim Bobround of meetings over the News agency.
cock, 20.
North's alleged illicit financial
I
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Judge gives two fraternity
brothers two years each for hazing
TALLAHASSEE - . Two
Florida A&M University fraternity brothers each received
two-year prison terms Mo.n day
from a judge who said she
wanted to send a message with ·
the state's first prosecution
under its new felony hazing
law. .
Michael Morton, 23, of Fort
Lauderdale, and Jason Harris,
25, of Jacksonville; were led
from the courtroom in handcuffs and so was Harris' lawyer,
Richard Keith Alan n, who was
charged with indirect criminal
contempt.
Morton, fonner president of
the university's Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, was found guilty
of striking prospective member
Marcus Jones, 20, of Decatur,
Ga., with a ·wooden cane so
· severely during four nights of
initiation rites that he underwent surgery for bruising to his
buttocks.
Harris was convicted of participating by encouraging Jones
to bear up under the beatings
and reviving him with water
after he passed out so he could
go back for more punishment.
Circuit Judge Kathleen
Dekker said one year might
have been enough. to punish
them but that she added a second year to make sure that their
sentences serve as a deterrent
to others.
''I want schools to be furious
and mad and upset that they
can lose talent to this and come
down hard on hazing," Dekker
said
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Dorm to dorm solicitors
FROM

Al

her a receipt that could be faxed to his company,
Atlantic Circulation Inc., for a full money-order
refund. When she researched the company
online, she found several warnings about fraudu:.
lent activities.
Magazine scams are common on college campuses, and the accounts of student victims can be
found online. ·
"Every year solicitation is a problem on our
campus and campuses all across the country,"
Shane Cadden, an assistant director at housing
and residence life at UCF, wrote in an e-mail
interview. "College students are easy targets for
people who want to sell food, magazines, alcohol,

etc:'
Cpl James Roop of the UCF Police Department advises students to use their sense of judgment when dealing with solicitors. "If it's too
good to be true, then it probably is. Always use
your resources to investigate the seller's company and its product."
Jessica Raymond, an assistant director at housing and residence life at UCF wrote in an e-mail
interview, "Safety begins with students. While
our policies are very clear, the solicitors (legitimate or not) are able to enter the building by simply smiling and following a resident in."
"Residents should be aware that nobody is
ever allowed to solicit anything in our buildings,
·even if their story sounds legitimate and even if
they are our students. So, anyone who shows up
at their door to sell anything is not supposed to be
there," Cadden wrote.
"Key reminders are to not prop doors [open],

Music festival easy on the ears - _and the eyes :
David "Lobo"
LeBatard'smural
artwork covers
many of the prop
and fairground sets
at the 5th annual
Langerado Music
Festival in Sunrise,
Florida, March of
2006.

do not let strangers into the building that you
know don't belong and inform our staffwhen you ·
notice people soliciting. This includes the menu
blitz that different restaurants try to do:' Cadden
wrote.
Cadden wrote that when students have concerns, they should first talk to their resident assistant or community office. "The university and
our department does the best we can to inform
these persons and/or businesses that solicitation
is not allowed We will involve the UCF police
whenever necessary:'
Lacresha Martin, a freshman, was approached
by a man in her dorm room. He pitched the same
story about wanting to win a scholarship, and
Martin's roommate purchased two subscriptions.
"Once he left and we checked the receipt, we
saw that it didn't add up. The two subscriptions
should have been $38 apiece, but he charged
$100," Martin said ''We went to look for him, but
he had disappeared" While Martin filed a police
report, her roommate called her bank and quickly canceled the check
Two people selling magazine subscriptions to
students on campus were caught by the UCF
police department and charged with trespassing.
"Hopefully; that will put a stop to it:' Roop said
"If a student is interested in a product a solicitor is legally selling somewhere outside of the
residence halls, check out their credentials and
do some research. Never give out your personal
information," Raymond wrote.
The UCF police department is awaiting
approval to add a link on their Web site that will
inform students of recent scams occurring on
campus.

JAMES ANDRES / CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE
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Blogger's nonfiction book required reading for Mid East class
23-year veteran of CNN, spacing, kerning, typeface, etc. orgallizations whose own
resigned his position as chief dominated the blogo-sphere, reporters have faced restricSeventh Circuit, lecturer at the news executive in 2005 when and bled through to the main- tions because of the violence
University of Chicago's School blogs focused on statements he · stream press. Shortly after the · outside of the "Green Zone."
He was aided by a fellow
of Law and blogger, wrote a July made accusing the .Army of tar- blogs exposed the memos as
31, 2005, article in the New York geting journalists reporting forgeries, Rather publicly apolo- blogger, Jeff Jarvis, who urged
Times detailing the power of from Iraq, embarrassing him gized for the report and issued a Iraqis to document their daily
·
retraction.
It is generally lives after the invasion. He
blogs and their effect on· the and the network
Perhaps the most famous believed that his retirement helped Zeyad set up his blog
mainstream media.
"Bloggers can specialize in blog-related controversy is the shortly thereafter was due in using Blogger, a free Web servparticular topics to an extent Dan Rather "Memogate" affair. large part to the memo contro- ice that enables users to easily
maintain their blogs.
that few journalists employed Rather, the former anchor for versy.
The
CBS
Evening
News
and
corBloggers
claim
to
see
themJarvis and his readers helped
by media companies can," Posrespondent on 60 Miriutes, long selves as embodying several dif- Zeyad raise enough money to
ner wrote.
Among the scalps collected the adversary of conservatives, · ferent ideals: citizen journalist, a go to City University of New
by the blogo-sphere is Trent was accused ofbasing his report corrective for the mainstream York to tak~ graduate classes in
Lott, R-Miss., the former Senate about President George W. press or activists. Many don't journalism. Zeyad continues to
Majority Leader who made a Bush's Air National Guard consider themselves reporters maintain his blog despite the
regrettable comment during a record on forged documents to or professional journalists. This move to America.
perception may be changing.
The zero-cost technology
birthday celebration for former affect the election.
Zeyad A, a Baghdad dentist used by Riverbend and Zeyad
Within hours of the telecast,
Senator Strom Thurmond
blogs and blogger at Healing Iraq, was allow those with specialized
Blogs like Talking Points Memo Republican-affiliated
and Eschaton were relentless in erupted in criticism of· the profiled by The Wall Street Jour- knowledge to contribute to the
their attack on the senator, ulti- report and the memos specifi- nal on April 6, 2006. The article discourse when in the past they
mately pushing the story i.D.to cally, charging that they were detailed his experience bfog- would have no outlet. This has
the mainstream and having a forgeries because they could ging the war in Iraq. His dis- created a new medium that
hand in his resignation from his not have been created on type- patches from the "front lines" of blends 17th century pamphlewriters existing in the 1970s.
the guerrilla war attracted the teering and 21st century socialleadership post.
Debates over typesetting,. attention from Western news network models. But, as Ponser ·
. Similarly; Eason Jordan, the
FROM

Al

noted in his article, most blogs Blog from Iraq, was nominated
are dependent on the tradition- by the BBC Four for a Samuel
Johnson best nonfiction award
al media for content.
Juan Cole, professor of Mod- Her book became required
ern Middle East and South reading in professor Nancy
Asian History at the University Stockdale's Modem Middle
of Michigan and a blogger, sees East class at UCF.
himself as more of a compiler of
"I think it's important that
news at his site.
students of Middle Eastern his"Journalism is made up of tory read the voices of everyday
tWo parts: newsgathering and Middle Easterners," Stockdale
comment," Cole said "I do a lit- said, "to give them a richer and
tle newsgathenng but not much. fuller impact ofhistorical events
I'm the pundit type of journal- on people's lives."
ist."
Stockdale also ap~eciates
His depth of knowledge of the power that blogs have to
his subject, Middle Eastern his- change perception and introtory and politics, embodies Pos- duce various view points into a
ner's argument that blogs allow . debate.
"I think that book is particufor those with specialized inter"'.'
ests to have an impact.
larly interesting, not only
Cole has been featured on because of the important and
news programs including New- compelling narrative, but also
sHour with Jim Lehrer, ABC because it emerged from a blog
World News Tonight and Nrght- on the Internet," Stockdale said
line, in large part because of his "This shows the way that
blog work
boundaries between nations
Riverbend, who wrote a and cultures may be broken
book Baghdad Burning: Girl down via the Iriternet." . ,
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MEDIA GUESTS .
MARY MCDdNNELL ·JAMIE BAMBER· KEVIN SORBO
EFREN RAMIREZ· NOEL NEILL· MARGOT KIDDER ·.
VOLTAIRE· VIRGINIA HEY· DAVID HEDISON ·LOU FERRIGNO
JUNE LOCKHART· BOB MAY· MARK GODDARD
GIGI EDGLEY· DAVID FRANKLIN· WAYNE PYGRAM .
BRIAN DOWNEY· XENIA SEEBERG • MICHAEL McMANUS
VIC MIGNOGNA· LEX LANG· SANDY FOX· VIRGIL

GUEST COMICS ARTISTS
Adam Kubert, Phil Noto, JG Jones, Steve McNiven
David Finch, Darwyn Cooke, George Perez, Stan Sakai
Greg Horn, Jimmy Cheunq, Adam Hughes
Ethan Van Seiver, Jimmy Palmtotti, Amanda Conner

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR LOTS MORE SPECIAL GUESTS!

Over 35,000 Adult Toys & Lingerie
* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
* Show UCF ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!
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ZBT will have to wait for

A7

East Orlando's Newest Family Fun Center!

official UCF acceptance
FROM

Al

on this girL and thanks to their
hard work, she is great student in school and living a
very successful life," Dan said.
The ball, purchased at flaghouse.com, was decorated
with the signatures of fellow
students · and the company
logos of their . sponsors:
Nicholson Homes, BouncZ
Energy Drink, Jeremiah Italian
Ice and Shamrock beverages.
ZBT has already raised
around $500 from donation
buckets.
''We didn't expect it to be
half as successful as this," Dan
said. "The ball is completely
covered. We have so many signatures, we started getting
people to sign our shirts so
they'd be easier to count." .
For every signature ZBT's
sponsors promised currency,
the highest, at $200 per signa- .
ture, from BouncZ Energy
Drink.·
Some notable members of
the UCF community who
signed the ball included
Steven Moffett, quarterback of
the UCF Knights, preacher
Micah Armstrong.
"Father Micah accused us
of using the ball as an excuse
to get girl's numbers,'' Dan
said. "I thought, 'hmm ... that's
a good idea,' but no, this event
is for the kids."
ZBT alumni Anthony J.
Nicholson, namesake of the
Nicholson School of Communication also showed up to
support the event.
For a fraternity that's struggling to be recognized on campus, it was a great honor for
such an esteemed alumni to
come out and support a ZBT
charity event, said ZBT member Dominic Thomas, 19, a
computer science major.
Thomas put tape over
Nicholson's signature, "no one
else is signing here."
As he signed, Nicholson
chatted casually with ZBT,
asking how they were doing
and if they were keeping their
grades up.
ZBT is currently attempting negotiations with Kerry
Welch, director of the office of
student involvement and
Belinda Bostoll, director of the
office of fraternities and sororities. According to Boston, her
office is not currently looking
to expand. Nevertheless, the
chapter remains hopeful about
becoming affiliated with UCF.
Boston said that the office
is not looking to increase the
number of Greek organizations on campus, in part
because of the recent issues
with Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. However, once those issues are
resolved, there will be a sys-
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ZBT alumni Anthony J. Nicholson (top,) namesake of the Nicholson School of Communication,
showed up to sign the ball. ZBT is attempting to join UCF's Greek organization, but officials say
that they are not ready to increase the number of campus fraternities yet.

tern in place to add to Greek gle has strengthened the
meaning of brotherhood,"
life.
"ZBT will have . just as Koppelman said. "I've never
much opportunity to expand been a part of Greek Week or
as any other group," Boston homecoming but just the ability to identify yourself with a
said.
Welch said he has had a strong group of good guys has
couple conversations with made me feel Greek enough.
Nicholson in regards to ZBT, The brotherhood is what
and that he is optimistic about counts."
The chapter has grown
their prospects of becoming a
· with three initiated classes
fraternity.
Former president of ZBT, since 2005. The official roster
Neal Koppelman credits for the fraternity is 25 and at its
Nicholson with helping them peak boasted 42 brothers.
"We are not trying to go
communicate with OSI and
against the grain. We've been
Greek affairs.
"We can hold chapter trying to work with the school
meetings on campus now,'' and gain acceptance. It has
said Koppelman, a 21-year-old been an arduous journey," said
mechanical
engineering ZBT vice president Ben
major.
Novogroski, 19, a political sciThe national office of ZBT ence major.
"We don't want to be
originally came to UCF in 1996
for "a sales pitch," said Kop- whiny," Koppelman said. "We
pelmaii. "For whatever reason are thankful for everything
we came down and started the that has happened through the
chapter on our own. We didn't school, especially being able to
know the process. We were have chapter. It's a step in the
already established [with 16 right direction, a small step,
brothers] and we were told we but significant to us."
Dan said he hopes that
would never be recognized by
the school because we didn't everything will turn out for
.the best but over all, ''you don't
go through the process."
"[The process] is no longer have to be recognized by the
frustrating because the strug- school to have brotherhood."
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."Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought
and the thought has found words. "
- Robert Frost, Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1924, 1931, 1937, 1943
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"Genuine poetry can communicate
before it is understood."
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- T. S. Eliot, Nobel Laureate in Literature, 1948
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"You don't have to suffer to be~ poet;
adolescence is enough suffering for anyone. "
- John Ciardi, American poet

"I've written some poetry I don't understand myself. "
- Carl Sandburg, Pulitzer Prize for History, 1940, Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1951

Learn more at http://www.undergraduatestudies.ucf.edu/kozol
Sponsored by the Office of Undergraduate Studies
/·
and the English D,epartment
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Youth to lead ·Knights as they prepare for
season opener against Golden Panthers
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

IN ROTATION

PHOTOS BY REBECCA BARN ITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior infielder Matt Horwath, top, bats against Stetson on March 28 in UCF's 5-2 loss. Horwath went 1-for-3 in the game,
scoring once. Sophomore Mitch Houck, above, pitches in the same game. Against the Hatters, Houck pitched eight innings,
allowing just one hit and striking out 11. Last season, Houck started 11 games, going 3-4 while posting a 4.24 ERA.

UCF Baseball coach Jay
Bergman is one of the great winners in college baseball He enters
2007 with 1,156 career coaching
victories, good for 22nd on the alltime list.
But, in his 38 years of coaching,
Bergman has never experienced a
year like 2006. Inexperience,
injuries and a transition into one
of the nation's top bas~ball conferences contributed to the Knights'
23-33 mark last season, the lowest
record for a Bergman-coached
team.
But Bergman and his coaches
are not asking for a stunning turnaround in this new season. All
they want is progress.
"Last year, in the preseason,
[Conference USA] ranked us fifth,
and we ended up ninth," Bergman
said. "I would say that we are right
back to where we started off last
year, in the middle of the pack."
"We have talked about a 10gam.e turnaround for this team,"
pitching coach Craig Cozart said
"That would be tremendous
because we are still very young."
Case and point: UCF's starting
rotation.
Tim Bascom, one of the
school's all-time best hurlers, has
departed. In his place, a trio of
sophomores, Kyle Sweat, Mitch
Herold and Mitch Houck are
expected to anchor the Knights'
pitching staff.
·

J

ber of the All-Conference USA
Freshman Team last season,
Houck was overpowering at
times. In consecutive starts
against Stetson and South Florida,
Houck allowed just five hits in 17
combined innings and tallied 19
strikeouts.
Herold made nine starts last
season, throwing 41.1 innings. He
posted a .228 opponent's batting
average, one of the lowest on the
staff.
A couple of veterans in senior
Brian Brooks and Brett Bordwine
could receive some starts, but the
Knights also have some new arms
that c;ould burst onto the scene in
a big way.
Carmine Giardina gives the
Knights another left-hander with
high velocity and power breaking
balls, to go along with Herold and
Houck.
According to Cozart, the man
who could be the most interesting
piece to the pitching puzzle may
be sophomore right-hander Eric
English. A transfer from Louisiana
State Univers,ity, English underwent ligament replacement surgery in 2005. But, he has regained
his arm strength and carries a
solid repertoire of pitches to go
with it.
"He has got four pitches that
move four different ways,'' Cozart
said of English. "He has got a hard,
sinking fastball, a really nice \~1
changeup, a slider that he drops

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS
Position:

Infielder

Stats:

Started in 36 games
for the Knights in
2006. He batted .265
atthe plate with 22
~--~~ runs and 18 RBI.

Position:

Pitcher

Stats:
Went 3-4 in 11 starts
in 2006.He posted a
4.52 ERA with 36
strikeouts in 71.2
-~~ innings pitched.

Sweat logged the most work,
trailing only Tim Bascom. In his
71.2 innings, Sweat finished with a
4.52 earned run average with 36
strikeouts. He finished the season
with a 3-4 record. Those are not
extremely impressive numbers, I
but Cozart said that Sweat has
improved his breaking ball, and he
is scheduled to start in the seasonopening series versus Florida
International.
The other starter in that twogame set might be Houck. A mem-
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Win or los.e, tonight's big-game
atmosphere will b~nefit Knights

For UCF fans and team, every l
game should mean this much l,

Let the 1,900 tickets sold speak
credibility, playing in lower-class
for itself.
conferences like the Atlantic Sun
Or better yet, let every player,
and now Conference USA
every coach and every fan who
Don't get me wrong. I'm not
bought a ticket to tonight's game
trying to discredit UCF's
against No. 11 Memphis tell you
progress, but these conferences
that this game, win or lose, is huge.
still struggle to hold a place on
However, it is for reasons you
national television and in nationmay not suspect.
al rankings.
MELISSA HEYBOER
And if you don't agree, here's
Until now.
Sports Editor
·
why you should
Memphis is ranked 11th in the
Logically, beating the Tigers
country. A win for the Knights
will give UCF nothing more than a 5-2 record in may not secure them a conference champiC-USA That leaves them second in the stand- onship or even. a bid into the championship
ings, which is no better than where they stand game, but you can be sure it will gain theni
national attention - something UCF continunow.
Losing will just give UCF that same statistic ously seeks.
that most of C-USA has - one loss to Memphis.
A loss, regardless of the margin, will be just
But, a ''W'~ or an "L" should not be the sole another step for the Knights in the right direcgoal for this UCF team. The true value of this tion and another lesson in how to become a betcontest will be in what recognition it could gar- ter team.
In reality, Memphis is the team everyone is
ner the Golden Knights.
looking at. So, regardless of the outcome, UCF
Think about it.
This is the first time since 2002 that UCF has and C-USA as a whole gain national attention
hosted a ranked opponent and only the second because of the Tigers.
And it translates onto our campus as well
time in team history.
Sure, attendance at the UCF Arena has been
The Knights managed to beat No. 25 College
of Charleston 82-64 back in December of 2002.
Since then, the Knights have struggled to gain
PLEASE SEE TIGERS ON A9

This game does not need any
berth into the NCAA Tournamore hype, so I'll just have to
ment (probably 22-23 Division I
come out and tell you why I do
wins and a good showing the
not think tonight's game is some
conference tournament), but
program- or even seasonputting themselves at, in the
changing event.
selection committee's eyes, 14-5
If the Knights have proven
(two wins against D-II schools
anything this season, it is that
Rollins and Florida Tech do not
.they are inconsistent.
count in RPI) overall would
CHRIS HOYLER
They can go out and blow a
mean that not getting a berth to
Senior Staff Writer
22-point second-half lead and
the NIT would involve a monumental collapse.
then less than 72 hours later win
in one of Conference. USA'.s toughest road
On the flip side, a loss, even a loss by double-digit points, is not going to mean much.
environments.
They can grab big leads and put up momen- I'm expecting Memphis to come out focused
tum-shifting runs late in the game, like they after the scare Southern Mississippi put into
did against Rice, yet still need to come up with them Saturday.
a defensive stop on the final possession.
The Golden Eagles went into the FedEx
So why should we expect a win tonight to Forum and lost by three after missing a gamemean anything more than just that, a win? It tying shot at the end of regulation.
does not guarantee anything past that, not a
. The Knights won't be sneaking up on John
win against Tulsa on Saturday, not a bye in the Calipari's squad, especially after the Knights'
Conference USA Championship, nothiQg. It nationally-televised win over UTEP on Satursimply puts UCF at 5-2 in C-USA and a game day.
and a half out of first behind Memphis.
The Tigers are the nation's most dominant ·
Actually, that's baseless. The one thing a conference-play team since the beginning of
win tonight will do is put UCF in the driver's last season. They have won 22 of their last 23
seat for a postseason tournament berth. It
would take much more to earn an at-large
PLEASE SEE TOURNAMENT ON A9
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Horwath to lead team
FROM AS
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down on you and he has got a
12-to-6 curveball."
English is definitely in the
running for a rotation spot, but
he could also be a candidate
for closer, another role that
will require the Knights to fill
some big shoes.
Last season, Dominic
Petracca carried a perfect 0.00
ERA through the first 42
games and ended with eight
saves, tying him for second on
UCF's all-time single-season
chart. But he has finished his
collegiate career, so the
Knigllts' list of replacements
includes junior Jagger Good,
sophomore Justin Weiss and
freshman Austin Hudson.
Good only saw ll.l innings
of action last year and allowed
nine earned runs. Yet he
gained some experience as a
closer during summer league
play where, in 12 innings of
relief, he allowed just four hits,
two earned runs and struck
out 15 batters. Good notched
two saves and posted a 1.50
ERA

r

f

Weiss pitched just five
innings last year, but Bergman
said that he is one player who
really opened eyes during fall
baseball. Weiss has learned to
throw all three of his pitches
from a submarine arm angle
and may be a guy who can
pitch in consecutive games
regularly.
Hudson fits the closer's role
with his hard-sinking fastball.
He forces a ton of groundouts
and does a great job of keeping
the ball in the park.
"What is interesting about
this staff," Cozart said, "is that
we have probably got five or
six guys that can start and
probably five or six guys who
. can possibly close."
At the plate, the Knights
have even more questions to
answer.
First, how can they revive
an offense that ranked in the
bottom third of the conference
in average, hits, home runs,
runs batted in and many other
categories?
To Bergman, one of the
answers is obvious.
"I think the first thing that
allows you to get better in that
particular situation is experience," he said "We do have a
group coming back that has
been through that."
Secqnd baseman Matt Horwath is the team's lone senior
hitter, and Bergman says that
he is the team's leader. While
Horwath will be a fixture at
second base this. year, he will
miss the first couple weeks as
he continues to rehab from
shoulder surgery.
UCF's lead returning offensive star is junior outfielder
- Tyson Auer. He is a three-year

starter who led the team in
average and finished second in
RBis and stolen bases.
"When Tyson goes•.we go,''
Cozart said "That set the tone
for our team. He has got the
foot speed that puts pressure
on teams, occasional power
and good defense. He is the
catalyst for our team. He is
kind of our go-to guy."
But Auer was just one of
four Knights to hit for a .300
average. Kiko Vazquez looked
like he would be on his way to
that mark with a fast start, but
he hit a brick wall. He was
moved from fourth to seventh
in the lineup and ended the
year at .247.
.
To help improve Vazquez's
and the rest of the Knights'
batting, UCF brought iil former Stetson and USF assistant
coach, Bryan Peters.
As a coach, Peters guided
the Bulls to the NCAA Tournament in 1997, 2001 and 2002
and his teams were always
known for registering high
batting averages.
"Peters has a tremendous
way of creating confidence in
a hitter,'' Cozart said "His way,
his approach, his ability to
teach is second to none."
In the summer, Peters
caught up with Vazquez and
his teachings greatly assisted
the big first baseman as he batted .342 in the Florida Collegiate Summer League.
The Knights hope that this
success can translate into a
powerful season for Vazquez.
He will be slotted in the heart
of the lineup and be looked to
provide some much-needed
pop for a team that hit 31 home
runs in 2006.
Second. will the Knights be
able to solve last year's nightmare: failure to hit with runners in scoring position?
Seemingly game after
game, the Knights failed miserably in situations where
most batters flourish. During
one stt:etch in which they lost
six of seven games, the
Knights were a futile 8-for-58
with runners in scoring position (.138 average). So, how can
they change it?
"It's about approach,"
Cozart said "It is just a general philosophy, understanding
your offensive situations and
understanding the kind of
pitch you are going to get in
those situations and making
sure that you execute.
"That situation has been
overhauled The hitters are as
confident as I have seen them
in a long time."
Lastly, how will the Knights
replace Ryan Bono?
Bono led the Knights in hits
(64), doubles (14), home runs
(six) and RBI (33) last season.
He accomplished all that while
playing catcher. So his gradua-

tion leaves a void both at the
plate and behind it.
"It's hard (to replace Bono)
for a number· of reasons,''
Bergman said "He was a good
left-handed hitter, which we
don't have enough of right
now in our lineup.... His experience, his left-handed bat and
the solid job he did for us
behind the plate all year will
be missed"
The only legitimate lefthanded hitter that UCF has is
freshman third baseman Chris
Duffy. / But both coaches
believe that he can become a
"superstar." They have praised
Duffy for his tremendous
power and his work ethic to
become a better fielder.
Duffy was a ninth-round
pick in the 2006 MLB draft, but
the Orlando native will be in
the middle of the batting order
when the season commences.
Players who can replace
Bono's .presence as catcher
include sophomores Bryan
Bennett and Brandon Romans.
Bennett appeared in just 22
games .last year, but Bergman
said he was one of the most
improved players during fall
ball.
"He needs to improve on
his throwing," he said. "but
blocking, calling a game and
just being a hard-nosed player;
he is pretty good."
Romans will be battling ·
Bennett for playing time and
where he may be lacking
defensively, he can make up
f01: it with his power. Romans
hit three homers in the first
three weeks of fall ball.
The rest of the lineup will
be filled out with a bundle of
sophomores, like outfielders
Chadd Hartman and Ryan
Williams, who, as Cozart put
it, "need to have huge years."
Steve Stropp will see plenty
of time at designated hitter. He
hit the second-most home
runs on the team last season
(five). Eric Kallstrom played 53
games and will probably be the
Knights' everyday shortstop.
This is one of the deeper
UCF baseball teams in years.
Bergman knows that he has a
lot to work with; he just does
not know how to use it yet.
But, after a month of tinkering,
there is hope that this group
can erase the memories of one
of the most unsuccessful seasons in program history.
"That's going to be the fun
part of it because when that
puzzle comes together,'' he
said. "it has a chance to be really good"
The Knights begin their
2007 campaign on Saturday
against the FIU Golden Panthers. First pitch is schedUled
for 1 p.m. at Jay Bergman Field.
The series will conclude
Sunday. That game is also
scheduled to start at 1 p.m.
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aeol) Family
Suites is holding auditions for its exciting 2007 season!
_,,..
We are IP.king for Actors, Dancers, lmprov Actors, Sound Technicians,
Ligf1tlecfmi
s, Costumers, Theatre Attendants, and an Assistant Manager.
Auditions will be held at:
_otlight Dance Center• Crown Pointe Commerce Park
751 Kingpointe Parkway, Suite 102, Orlando, FL 32819
'

{Off Sand Lake Road - behind Racetrack gas station)

•

. Sunday, February 4th - 2:00PM - S:OOPM
and Monday, February 5th - 7:00P - 10·ooe
www.nickhotel.c m
Camlidat sjor costume characters must be between 4'11" - 5'Mn heigh.
Please · vide a non-returnable resume and head shot. Actors should
ptepa
cine-minute, kid-focused monologue. A dance number will be
111"""'..;wi" "se wear appropriate clothing and shoes for movement.

Must be at least 18 years old to apply.
• No costumes please.

-

The following roles w ill be cast from these auditions:
Show Host, Show Assistant, Show Character, ·
Walkabout Costume Character, and lmprov Actor.
Cl'l007 Viacom lntemet!onal, Inc. All rlghls reserved. Nickelodeon, SpongeBob Square Pante and all related lhles, logos, and characters
are uademarks of Viacom lnlarnahonal, Inc. SpongeBob Sque.raPanla was created by Stephen Hlllenburg. C2001 lnterContlnent1I Holel1 Group.
All rights reserved. Hotlday Inn and all relatad titles, logos1 and trademari<s are owned by Sil Continents Hotels, Inc.
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·FREE·

DELIVERY !II
WINGS 1I• No
Minimum Order 11
· .·

With the purchase of any
large pizza at regular price.

We Deliver Lunch,
• Dinner and Late Night •

·::VALID WITH COUPON
ON ORDERS OF
5, 10 & 25 PIECE WINGS

3940 N. Dean Rd.

g

(407) 673-8888
Oviedo

(407) 365-1999
Waterford lakes

!I • ·
·'. !1
I

EXPmES 3/10/07 015·227/228/229
NOTVALID WITH ANY COUPON,
•
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
M ention coupon when ordering.
Present at t ime of purchase.

Dea~ & University

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

29<! Price Is Per Wing

'"D

UC F"SmartCard
Accepted Here

.J..

EXPIRES 3/10/07 015·650
NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
Mention coupon when ordering.
Present at time of purchase.

·-·-·-·

•

.J

12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
FOR DELIVERY!
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·Tigers provide national exposure
FROM AS

on the up-and-up as of late, but,
unfortunately, a sold-out crowd
for tonight's game was the
reswt of Memphis coming into
town. not UCF hosting another
home game.
That brings me to my next
point.
Like I said before, win or
loss isn't the issue when you
talk on national tenns. However, for UCF to gain credibility
on their own campus, most
people believe a loss is unacceptable.
These fans are saying that
this game is huge for the sheer
fact that, if the Knights expect a
consistently large crowd. they

a

I

'

must give fans a reason to
comeback.
I know what some of you
are saying: ...The Knights are 155 and are tied for second in
their conference, what more do
people want?" For me, and for
all die hard UCFers, that is
enough. But for the rest of the
UCF world. a big win is what it
will take for sold-out crowds,
game after game.
And they aren't talking wins
over UTEP or Rice or any .
other mediocre C-USA team.
They're talking about Memphis. They're talking about any
ranked team which steps onto
our court.
They want to prove that a
sold-out arena wasn't a fluke.

To those fans, I have this to
say:

Realistically, most of you
will probably be hanging your
heads after Memphis shows us
just e:Xactly why they are No. ll
in the country.
So, after your' first few minutes of mourning, realize that
nothing negative can come out
of this. If we win, great. If we
lose, it can be a guide book in
how to beat great teams.
Either way, this game is significant.
The crowd.will be loud The
players will be pumped
And in the end, it reany
can't go wrong for UCF.
Now, the Knights just have
to prove it to 1,900 fans.

Tournament, not Memphis, is final goal
FROM AS

C-USA games. A loss to them
is nothing to worry about.
At this point, UCF needs to
be aiming to earn the aforementioned bye in the Conference USA Championship.
The 12-team tournament
gives out first-round byes to
the top four regular season
teams, and even though the
Knights are technically second
at 4-2, eighth place UAB is just
one game back at 3-3.
This game showd mean no
more than Saturday, when the
Golden Hurricane comes in,
or any of the other nine conference games that follow.
I believe that UCE has

already proven they are the
second best team in C-USA,
though the two late-game collapses against UAB and Houston have left them in the thick
of the race.
I also believe that Saturday's win was proof that they
learned from those losses.
· They handled a good team
·and a hostile atmosphere, all
the while holding a lead for a
great deal of the second half.
Those are the types of games
that define a team.
Melissa asked for a leader in
her column Friday, and Mike
O'Donnell stepped up and
played like one, hitting the
game-winning shot despite a
poor afternoon shooting the

ball.
If UCF wins tonight, great.
Storm the court, celebrate and
rejoice over the biggest win in
school history,
But just realize that there
are still nine games left after
that. I'm sure O'Donnell does,
and I'm sure that those nine
games will be a much better
indicator of this team than
tonight-?s Teswt will be.
One last •thing: Why isn't
every game a sellout? Why
can't every game be this
important?
There's no excuse, but I'm
sure that a loss tonight will
ensure that those question will
never be answered ·affirmatively.

*
*
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FREE DRINKS for all 21 + until MIDNIGHT!

$2 domestics and 2 for 1 shots after Midnight!
VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles of Grey Goose

Vodka,$100 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka, $150 Bomb
Bucket (Jagermeister bottle or
Three Olive and six Red Bulls)
Ladies 21 + enjoy FREE
cover until MIDNIGHT.
Discount ed admission ALL
NIGHT with COLLEGE ID.
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"Applied·Learning"

Women's Basketball suffers
blowoutwith loss at Tulane
Knights' offense
comes up short
again in third
straight defeat
NATHAN CURTIS
StaffWriter

Vs.Tulane:
Hudson reached a
c.areer milestone by
scoring her 1,000th
point in the first

r:= ~ "'"' ....., half Sunday.
A battle between two
women basketball teams on
Montagnino's performance
different ends of the Conference USA spectrum ended in a should not have been a surTulane victory over UCF 85-47. prise for the Knights. Her 354
Tulane (17-4 overall, 6-2 C- points are the third most points
USA) has won five games in a in the conference, and she
row and moves ·into a three- averages 16.9 a game.
Montagnino is also shootway tie at the top of the conference with Marshall and UAB. ing 90 percent from the foul
UCF (6-15 overall, 1-7 C-USA) line this season, which is one
has lost three in a row and sits area in which the Green Wave
in 11th place, second to last in killed the Knights. UCF comthe conference. .
mitted 19 fouls and Tulane
"Conference USA is a big went 19-of-24 from the freestep up for us,'' UCF head throw Iine.
Other big scorers for Tulane
coach Gail Striegler said of her
team at the beginning of con- include D'.Aundra Henry, who
ference play. "The big differ- had 14, and Alendra Brown,
ence is last year we were losing who scored 11. ·
by 9,12 and 15 and this year has
In many ways for UCF, this
been a lot closer."
game was all too similar to the
That difference appears to loss against UTEP on Friday.
be gone now that the Knights Once again, not a single Goldlost by 13 on Friday and now 38 en Knight scored in doubleon Sunday.
digits, UCF never held the lead
The 47 points put up by the once and a bad performance
Knights was lower than their out of the gate set the pace for
57.2 average but what was more the rest of the game.
The Knights shot a dismal
surprising was the 85 points
the Green Wave dropped on 28.6 percent from. the field in
the third best scoring defense the first half. They managed to
in the conference. The 85 do even worse than that in the
points were the most that the second half to finish at 27.5 pertJCF defense has given up all cent. They made a total of 19
season. In fact, the Knights ·field goals for the entire game.
Some comparisons? Tulane
-haven't given up more than 70
points since a loss to Georgia shot 533 percent and made 16
Southern about two months field goals - in the first half.
ago.
The Green Wave shot 46.9 perTulane found success scor- cent for the game and made a
ing from a handful of players total of 30 field goals.
but nobody was i;n.ore producThe lone bright spot on the
tive than guard Jami Montagni- UCF offense came in the form
no. Montagnino led all scorers of a historical milestone for
with 21 points, shooting 63.6 senior gtiard Celeste Hudson.
Hudson hit a jumper in the first
percent from the field

half of Sunday's game to give
her 1,000 points for her career.
The mark gives Hudson the
distinction of being the 10th
'player in UCF history to reach
1,000 points. Hudson hit one
other shot in the game, finishing the night with four points.
Guard Kristin Thomas led
the Knights in scoring with
nine points. Guard Francine
Houston, who leads UCF in
points scored, had a bad night
shooting, going 2-of-14 from
the field
Next up for UCF is the final
stop on their three-game road
trip. The Knights will head ,
back to Texas to take on the
SMU Mustangs on Thursday
at 8 p.m.
.
The Mustangs (11-9 overall,
3-5 C-USA) have fallen on hard
times recently just like the
· Knights. SMU has dropped its
last fom: decisions and is only
two games ahead o'fUCF in the
conference.
SMU is a lot like UCF in a
lot of ways. The Mustangs have
a terrible time shooting the
ball, shooting 38.1 percent from
the field, but they have a great
defense that forces a lot of
missed shots. The Mustang
defense holds opponents to
36.7 percent shooting.
Something has t.o give in
this game between teams that
are currently on losing streaks.
The keys to victory for UCF
starts with a strong game from
the defense. The Knights will
have to limit the number of
shots that SMU takes, particularly junior Janielle Dodds. In
20 games this season, Dodds
has averaged 153 points.
On the offensive side, Keunta Miles and Houston have to
get their games back. They're
the two-headed monster of the
UCF offense, each scoring
abQut 12 points each. Lately
they've been in a slump though
and haven't hit double-digits in
the last two games.
UCF returns home on Feb. 4
to play Tulsa.
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We could tell you all about our graduate business.pro.grams,
but we prefer to let our students do the talking.

••

"I have had the opportunity to pursue an MBA while being involved with Delta Sigma Pi,
ROTC, the Leadership Coaching Program, and NSHMBA. While in ROTC, I was granted a
summer internship at the Pentagon. As a member of Delta Sigma Pi, I was· one of eight
brothers selected to represent their universities at LeaderShape, a national leadership
seminar. My Leadership Coach and I discussed career goals,
tips for interviewing for executive~level positions, and
other important considerations. I believe the University
of Tampa provides valuable applied learning methods
to supplement classroom instruction. "

..
\
\

Dennis G. Vera, MBA '06
Management Concentration
Account Manager, Capital One Auto Finance

l
\

MBA/MS Business Programs

Into Session

'

Thurs., Feb 8, 5:30 - 7p.m.

t

Vaughn Center Board Room 9th Floor
't ·

Graduate Business Programs

'

~

.4:
4

MBA: Part-time, Full-time and Saturday •
~ MS in Accounting
·
~ MS in Finance
~ MS in Innovation Management
~ MS in Marketing
~Accredited by AACSB International
~·.
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JOHNHSYKES

COLLEGE
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BUSINESS

John H. Sykes College of Business • 401 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Tampa, FL 33606-1490
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IRAQ: YOUR TAX DOLLAR PJ WORK

Florida primary
deserves top spot

I

1 •
I

A

ccording to an Orlando -

Sentinel article published

on Monday, Florida is set
to
become
the battleground for
I
the biggest story leading up to
the first presidential primary in
Iowa next Jan.14.
· - The article, citing a promil
nent fundraiser for former Massachusetts governor and Republican nominee hopeful Mitt
Romney, said that citizens of
Florida could provide 15 percent
of a nominee's cai:npaigit budget
&
That same article said that the
, possibility of Hillary Rodham
Clinton bypassing public financing in favor of private fundrais.:.
ing could raise the total cost of a
2008 .campaign to $500 millioIL
So with a little math, we see
that a candidate is probably lookr ing to raise anywhere between
$50 million and $75 million in
Florida over the next 20 months.
This' is part of the reason why
we support the push to move up
· Florida's presidential primary
date from March to late January.
A Jan. 26 Sentinel ~cle
t reported
that the Florida Legislature will vote in the spring on
moving the primary to either a
week after the currently sched- ·
uled Jan. 22, 2008, New Hampshire prim.arY or to Feb. 5, 2008,
whichever comes first
The move makes sense considering how much of a swing
state Florida has become over
the past decade. We've seen
Republican hoi;)efuls John

'

This is the natu'ral progresMcCain and Rudy Giuliani making the rounds with Charlie Crist sion of a wide-open race, also
spawned out of the last two presfor a gubernatorial primary and
idential elections running very
Democratic hopeful John
Edwards spending time in Cenclose, along with the shift in
power in Congress this past
tJ:al Florida in between stints in
.Iowa and N~w Hampshire.
November.
The nominees are holding
Candidates feel the need to
start fundraising and to get their
Florida ill such high regard, so it
would make sense .t o place the
names out to the public earlier
primar}r in a spot where it will
than ever, So it would make
have clout in determining the ·
sense to have the primaries of
makeup of the final race.
the swing states held as early as
·possible to account for that
We don't believe that the
threat·of stripping .the state of
There's even a reasonable
halfits delegates at the·party
solution for those worried that
conventions, which was made by movi.Dg the primaries up won't
both the Democratic and Repub- . hold the same weight when the
primaries are not as hotly conlican national parties, has any
legs. It might work to deter a
tested, such as when an incumstate like New Jersey, or even nii- bent will be rurining.
nois. Both are not swing states
The best move might be to
by any means at this point, so the make the primaries a process
push to move up their respective that shifts every four years based
primaries doesn't make as muCh
on ''swing state" status.'The federal goverllm.ent can set a stansense.
. · We can unders~d the oppo- dard to determine what a swing ·
. site viewpoint on this subject,
state is, based on how close the
which is that Florida should go
voting was in the prior electioIL
against the current and stay in its
From there, you can base the
current primary positioIL Those
earliest, and therefore most pow:
arguing ~t point would say that erful primaries, in the state's
Florida moving up its primary
where the closest races exist
would only 's erve to either open
This would create a scenario
the floodgates or continue the
where each state c6uld potentialtrend of pushing primaries forly have a major say in the presiward, and by the time all was
dential election on a year-to-year
said and done. the candidates
basis.
woUid be decided by Valentine's
Florida is in that position for
Day.
the 2008 election, and we think
Our response is, what's wrong . that any move forward for the
with that?
primary is a good one.

DON WRIGHTI PALMBEACHPOST

t to protestnot
g difference
I'm not going to trivialize or
attempt to metaphorically tie up
in red ribbons the experience of
.war. As I listen to the lyrics of Big
& Rich's "8th of November"
about 1965, I am reminded of how
it could have easily been written
about 2007. A lot has happened to
our globe in 40-plus years, but
casualties of war are still the
same. We sit in caucus and at
round tables to redefine enemies
and heroes.

actiqns are described not by what
is evident but by what goes
unsaid and underreported. A running tally of casualties in Iraq
becomes coffee-talk every morning as the ·crawl creeps by and the
numbers rise; yet how many people bothe.r to read the fme print?
In a Jan. 18 Time Magazine
article, Michael Weisskopf
l'.eported on the one detail of war
ABEER B. ABDALLA we can no longer ignore Senior StaffWriter
amputees.
Politicians on both sides of the
"This war will produce the
divide are still unwilling to get dirty to
first generation of veterans in bionic arms
help the layman understand his choices,
and legs, a legacy that may seem most p:i;owhether to fight or protest. Once again
.nounced for upper extremity amputees,"
we're at a standstill scratching our heads
Weisskopf said.
as brothers and sisters get carried away to
"It is relatively rare to see Americans ·
fight or to picket.
missing hands or arms; they represent
only 5 percent of civilian amputees in the
I grew up in a household that lived
U.S. But nearly a quarter of those who lost
before and after Vietnam. I remember
vividly dealing with the questions surlimbs in Iraq have come home in that conrounding events we don't call wars, yet no
ditioIL"
other word seems capable' of describing
Perhaps, if we had a running tally of
the struggle. Apartheid, Tiananmen
lost body parts we'd think differently about
Square, Berlin Wall, Somalia, Bosnia and
what goes into a war?
Chechnya, Afghanistan, Iraq - the more I
On Jan. 27, tens of thousands of protestlearn about diplomacy and global skirers convened in Washington D.C. for a
mishes, the more those events seem like ·
peace rally, demanding, en masse, a withwar. What about Darfur? Can we call condrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq. Sponsored
flicts wars when they don't involve our
by United for Peace and Justice, nearly
troops, because we choose not to get
100,000 strong from 40 states marched. ·
involved with those battles?
But what happens when our "right of
Unlike our Vietnam kin, who had little
people to peaceably assembl~, and to petichoice, we continue to sign up for one tour tion the Government for a redress of
after another to serve domestically and
grievances,'' leaves us sitting on our laurels
abroad. We cannot beseech those who
wondering what is next? Kudos if you
choose to serve. I hate hearing people
made the journey to D.C., but I want to
hoot, hiss and spit venomous political
see constrt\.ctive protests, not a media blitz
commentary as ROTC cadets roam our
with sound bites and Hollywood bobble
·campus.
heads.
If you don't believe in the war, then do
· Potential candidates in the 2008 presisomething about it. If you don't agree we
dential race ignite fires of blame, but I
need to be over there, end what the men
have yet to hear a proper solutioIL Don't
and women are fighting for with construc- wax and wane about an evil regime or a
war on terror.
·
·
tive and practical responses, not juvenile
circus displays. We do not admire your
I'm tired of the bullet points. We'v'e
bravado, but we thumb our noses at your
heard them all; I want solutions; I want
wasted potential
answers, and if we don't know them, then
The reason the cliche "fight with your
let's just fess up now and deal with it.
Iran is now in the fray and Pakistan iS
vot~" is used is because real voters are
nauseate~ by those who complain ·a bout
rearing its head. Filibuster if we must, but
the system without investing opportunities · the "enemy" we fight abroad will be the
to create active Change.
least of our worries if we;re not willing to
put aside the finger-pointing long enough
It seems wars of any kind are fought in
the details. Measures of a man and his
to fight the war at home.

OUR STANCE

Don't play games
with Iran's nUkes
l

F

or the sake of the nation,
such a way as to benefit from
we hope that Thomas C.
the work of others without conSchelling and the ghost
.tributing to the group.
of his fellow economist, Mancur
To combat this .requires
extensive interaction, mutual
Olson, are whispering in S~cre
tary of State Condoleezza Rice's monitoring and even co~t
ear about Iran, advising her it's
ments among group members
that trump or block self-interparamount that Russia and
ested actions. Rice and the
China stop free-riding on U.S.
diplomats in the State Departactions, making them a stakeholder in a diplomatic solution
ment must begin new rounds of
negotiations with their Russian
and to avoid getting involved in
protracted bargaining games
and Chinese counterparts,
leveraging the growing eJq>licit
with any of the three.
threat of a nuclear Iran with the
Iran, in calling for the
eventual disruption of Euroremoval of the U.N.'s top Irandedicated nuclear inspector and pean, Chinese and Russian economic ties to Tehran.
barring 38 other inspectors
Iran's latest move signals that
from entering the country, has
made a huge tactical mistake;
it is willing to engage in a danone tbat the U.S. must capitalize gerous game of chicken with
the international community,
onbyimmediatclyengaging
tising its own leverage in Iraq
China and Russia in negotiaand Lebanon to throw the
tions to help roll back Iran's
am_bitions. The leaders in
region into self-benefiting turMoscow and Beijing are no
moil. It wants the most optimal
resolutfon to this game - no
more fans of Tehran's nuclear
inspectors in the country, con. desires than the rest of the
world but have beeri able to
sequence-free flouting of the
free-ride on Amenca's role as
Nonproliferation Agreement
~d the ability to develop defenthe main participant in negotiasive nuclear-capabilities freely.
tions.
This best represents another
Rice needs to get on a_plane .
game theory component, the
and fly to both Moscow and
bargaining game, which refers
Beijing immediately. Iran has
to circumstances where two or
blundered its Wa.y into opening
more players must come to an
~
a space for the U.S. to reclaim
· · world opinion and create a
agreement regarding how to
distribute an object or monecohesive co~tion willing to
tary amoun!. The key is that
speak with one voice and act in
fl
'e ach player wants to reach an .
unisoIL
•
agreement in these 'games
But how can she accomplish
rather than opting not to; howthis? How can anyone get
Europe, Russia and China to act . ever, each prefers an agreement
with. instead of at cross-purpos- that most benefits their interests. Sounds rather familiar, like
es, with the U.S.? That's where
fighting with your significant Olson and Schelling come iIL
other over the TV remote. .·
For those unlucky enough
This is Schelling's specialty,
not to have taken international
the 2005 Nobel Laureate in Ecorelations and game theory
nomics and author of two of the
· courses, this is your 5-cent tour.
Olson, author of The Logic of _most influential books about the
application of game theory to
Collective Action: Public'Goods
conflict and
Strategy of
and the Tl-..eory of Groups,
Conflict and Anns and Influence.
described the free-rider probThe U.S. must embrace the conlem of collective action as one
cept that a resolution, short of
in which individuals in a group
another preventative land war,
lack clear incentive for collec-:
or an unfettered Iranian nuclear
tive ac'tion and, as self-interestprogram, is possible and guide
ed agents, are prone to act in

war,

\
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its bargaining strategy accordingly. This would effectively
remove Ir~s optimal resolution from the game, for if the
U.S. appears willing to negotiate, Iran's hard-line stance
seems unreasonable to the additional players. Stoking the
embers of war only strengthens
Iranian hard-liners bu~ being
insufficiently concerned allows
Russia and China to ride America's coattails. Rice must negotiate a resolution through vigor- .
ous negotiations with Russia .
andChina
.
This is possible if the U.S.
comprehends the "free-ridet'
problem.that Olson illustrated
and employ his by-product theory, which holds that political
entrepreneurs must act as
agents in spurring large groups
to collectively take actioIL The
ability to avoid another war in
the Middle East demands it.
Rice, who holds a doctorate
in political science, is surely ·
aware of Schelling and Olson's
theories. What's curious is
whether she'll put into practice
what she's learned or, two years
from now; declare that, "No one
could have foreseen China and
Russia would have been open to
pressuring Iran int.e abandoning
a nuclear weapons program.''
Finally, this page offers an
admonition to the "responsible"
pundits: if you must bang the
drums for war, do so slowly.
The last thing this great nation
of ours needs is another rush to
war, stirred up by a sluWsh
press corps and an over-eager
squad of think-tank warriors.
The int~lligence is so bad on
Iran's capabilities that completely conflicting reports .
appeared in two British dailies
this past week, one a doom's-day warning of North KoreanIranian cooperation, the other a
cautionary note detailing Iran's
complete inability to enrich uranium. Washington cocktailparty gossip and delusions of
heightened masculinity are
woefully insufficient causes for·
war this time around.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.

oDllile 24 hrs/day:
~.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

OnllDe:
9 a.m. day before public~tion

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

By phone: 407-447-4555

Phone, fax~ 41 person:
S p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

By fn: 407-447-4556
In per,son: University Court, Suite 200
Univ.Blvd. & ~use Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am.-5p.m.

S p.m. Wed. for FrL issue

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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CLASSIFICATIONS
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Jim

100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time
1SO Help Wanted: Full-Time
17~ BuslnessOpportunities
200 . For ~nt Homes
225 For)lent Apartments

B
B

250 Roommates
275 Sublease

A
A

300 for Sale: Homes

B

C
(
C

B

\

RATES
~

325
350
375
400
soo
600
700

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
ForSale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver
Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
A
A
B

First issue;
Each addl issue:

!!&A'
$6
$4

"

Bm..C
$J.8
$}2

.!!mj

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

A

B

B.
B
B

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE
INTERVIEWER
,.

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office
Apply in person

NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by Spm
• Off F.riday and Saturday nights
•About 16-20 hours/wk
• $8 & up

Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm

Lake Bryan ·~ 4
""":* #
8702 VinelandfAvenue*
.
. 1lt .
"'"''
Orlando, Fl. 3282T "'

(~07)93~15

Call Donna

An equal opportunity em(!loyer ·
·\;; ~ "

407-671-7143

""

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107,
MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Emerging audiovisual & event company
seeks talented Multimedia Designers &
Live Production experts
(Director,Camera, Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com{join-us
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors 'needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mtfls. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimmir:ig, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, naiure, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@woridnet.att.net

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@belisouth.net

Now hiring professional caregivers~
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview. '

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Cont{3c): info@eggdonorcenter.com
LINE COOKS WANTED:
Great pay, great benefits.
Tuition assistance, Insurance, 401 K
Flexible hours.
.
Apply at TGI Friday's, Waterford Lal<es. ·
Family-run Italian restaurant now hiring
experienced pizza .man. Apply in person ·
.at 1425 Tuskawilia Rd, Winter Springs.
Corner of Tuskawilla and Red Bug in the
K-mart shopping plaza. ~07-659-0101

Following positions available:
·Survey Crew (Job#: GNS001)
• Retail (Job#: GNS002)
Pay $8/hr
Must be available after 4 pm on game days
Must be 18 years of age
High school diploma required
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needed for Pizzeria Valdlano.
Baldwin Park location.
Call Jeremy at 407-895-0025.
We now have -openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

~.

work Orlando Matte 61me Nll!bls
at Amway Arena! ·

Experienced Servers

~
a

\

Kid's N a-t e Out

Gator's Dockside in Waterford Lakes
is now hiring for all positions.
Please apply in person at
12448 Lake Underhill Road.

EOE

Submit resume & cover letter to: emplr>yment@orlondomagic.com
{be sure to reference above job number)

Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted
PT/FT :No exp necessary. Energetic
people w/ positive attitudes. Only 20
min from UCF. Come In between 9 and
5. The Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
The Gatherings Apts now hiring ·
FfT Maintenance technician.
Fax resume 407-998-3787

Artist - Unique Opportunity!
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr +Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Cali: 407-240-6380.
AMA41NG SUMMER at premier PA coed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic men and women wanted for
all activities and counselor positions.
Good Salary. Great Experience.
Internships Available. Visit our web site,
www.campnockamixon.com to schedule
an on campus interview for February 14.
Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors
Escape to the Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia. Timber Ridge Camp is a
co-ed overnight camp seeking energetic
staff to work with children for the
summer. Top salary, travel allowance.
800-258-2267. www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com .

\i

$350-$450/wk avera,ge
Join our team now ·and find
<tr Glla~~nteed ba$gpay
't<WeekfypaycheckS 0
"k Flexible schedules AM/P,ft\ t< Growth opport~ni~'
r, (all and Set-Up on Immediate
~~
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Interview!
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. Come have Summer Fun!
Camp Counselor
Florida Elks Youth Camp
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL
7 weeks $2100 June 4 - July 21 , 2007
1-800-523-1673 ext 251
Scholarship Opportunities

CiieelbuilderOrlandoSentinel.com/jobfair

Orlando Expo Centre
400 West Livingston St.
next. to the Orlando Marriott Downtown

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Looking for a new job?
Interview on the spot.
Don't miss the 2007 JOB AND ED.UCATION FAIR!
Be there on February 5th to interview and spea k with a.wide-range
of companies, all in one convenient location. Don't miss the opportunity
to meet potential employers and protnote yourself in t he local job market.

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
girls camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Land Sports,
Waterfront (small crafts, skiing,
lifeguarding, WSI, boat drivers), Ropes
Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts &
Crafts, Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Dance, Group Leaders & more. Top
salaries plus room/boarCI & travel
provided. Call us today toll-free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply online at:
www.campmataponi.com

The following Positions:
· Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier· ·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance ·Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission •Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Established company close to UCF
seeking Graphic Artist. Must be
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop ·&
Web Administration. Highly motivated
individual with strong worR ethic. Must
be able to follow detailed directions
and complete work in a timely manner.
Full & Part nme may apply. Full time
candidates are eligible for full benefits
package. Please email resumes to
jobs@abc-development.com.

. HpplyOOW:

fi\\ out an application
oNL\NE\ \/isit
wetnwi\dor\ando.corn

Call:Job Line(407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
,,
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

Certified and experienced tech
needed for Adeptech Inc. computer
service. $9-22/hr based. on
experience. Fax or emall resume
407•770-1379/ admln@adeptech.blz

Wet 'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 3281 9
(407) 354-2085 · FAX (407) 345-1005

r

I

Bring plenty of resumes, wear professional attire and be sure to tell a friend!

t

For more details call 407~420-51 75 or visit OrlandoSentinel.com/jobfair
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OPENIN'GSOON • OVIEDO

.,.1,. .

The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People win be opening soon.
Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
· Apply in Person ·

~

,,~

~;

~

Starting Mondav, Januarv 29th
'

Orlando Sentinel

Hiring Hours Monday- Friday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
Saturday _10:00-3:00 pm ·

.~

At Our Hiring Trailer in front of our building
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO

p

INTERSECTION Of. ALAFAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESSCENTER
Equal Opportunify Employer
\) ,

~v t.~~~;<~

Free adrnissionfanaffree parking at the TO Waterhouse Centre
f
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Greater Orlando
Share Luxurious Homes
Orlando & Central Florlda $425 Clean
Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Util.
All ApplJHS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or
' .
407·334-6658

$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly
1·

SPECIAl

1.
I

~10 OFFfR

1 Room for rent in UCF area ·
ASAP. Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 utii.
Ca'll 407-970-6109.
.

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Male roommate needed in 3/3 at Science
Drive. Furnished, walk-in clo.set.
$560/mo. E-mail absoccer15@hotmail.com or call 860·384·4482

·········.···········-~--- --·

.

I

Master bedroom available in 312 .house.
Private bath + walk-in closet. $525/mo +
112 utilities. 20 min to UCF, 10 min .to
VCC. Cali Chris 407-470-0381 .
'

'

·lfrl A111111111

I

Need 2 girls to sh~re 4/2 house close to
UCF.' $550 incl. cable/internet plus 1/3
water & elect. For more info; http://searching4roommate .gopglepages.com
or call Natalia 40'7-782-2375

1..11 a·tut111!11111111
Find out how thousands of studeRts
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people wit~ various illnesses.

'
t

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

'
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

·MARKETING REP· ON CALL
Place movie posters in stores. $1 O/hr
plus bonus. Need car/camera/flexible
schedule. 800-852-6250

'
Have a fantastic summer ana get paid for it
at Grete FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
in dude horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 5 and
leaves Wednesday, August 15.
Call

/

DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Equipment
room is looking for student managers for
the following sports: baseball, football,
women's basketball, women's soccer
and rowing. Cali John at 407-823-1753.
FT Secretary needed for filing and
answering phones at downtown Orlando
•cons!. company. Knowledge of MS
Word/Excel req. $7.50/tlr, great working
expl Contact Johan Toro, office manager
at 407-947·6137.

40.77295-0080

or visit www.drcle·f·duderanch.com

for more infonnation

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Suivey i:akers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Suiveys.
Start your own mortgage
business for $200. Originate loans in '
over 42 states. Generate profits ·with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
To attend our company overv.i ew call
1-888-649·2265

f

312 Duplex for rent New carpet, new
paint! Less than 2 miles from UCF.
$1100/month: Call L.A.R.eal Estate
407-679-2600
312 Custom Duplex 2 miles from UCF
1150 sq ft. All appliances included.
No smoking $1200/mo +sec dep.
$40 application fee. 407-359-5001

t
The Central Florida Future is hiring
Distribution Drivers! $1 O+ per hour.
Morning and afternoon shifts avail.
Please call Maggie at 407-447-4555 or
email MaggieJ@Knightl'jewspapers.com

'

Instructors Needed
Self-Defense to teach children. Pff
evenings, great pay. Call LeeAnn at
1-866-273-2292 or e-mail resume to
aayaleeann@tampabay.rr.com

•.,

HOTEL FRONT DESK CLERKS
WANTED
Best Western Mt. Vernon Inn
11 o· S Orlando Ave, Winter park
PT after school nanny needed in Sanford
for 3 elem. kids,until 6:30pm daily. Duties
incl. pick-up from school, feed, hw help.
Must love kids! Pref. ed. major. $10/hr.
Respond to Tami at basflorida@aol.com

t

McNalr & Associates, CPA's
Longwood, Florida
Part·Time Accounting/Tax Intern
Resume: mcnalrassoc@cfl.rr.com
Pff Flex, caregiver for 3 children in
Tuskawilla. N/S F with reliable .
transportation. Afternoons/evenings.
Various duties. Pay based on
experience. Please call 407-256-0644.
Looking for bright, energetic, dependable
person for Acct Supervisor. Must be able
to multi-task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F. $9.50/hr 407-657-7585.
College Park family needs babysitter for
newborn baby girl starting Feb. Exp, ref,
CPR cert. a plus. M-F 10:30 am-3:30 pm.
Call Giovanni 407-808-6422
The Knight Line is hiring
student callers for the 2007 Spring
Semester. Student callers work 2 to 4
nights per week calling alumni,
parents, and friends of UCF, updating
information, sharing campus news and
events, and asking for donations to the
Annual Fund. Evening and weekend
hours available, set your own
schedule, competitive pay. if you would
like to be considered for a position,
please visit us on the web at
http://foundation.ucf.edu to learn more
details about the job.
t

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585.

UCF Area I Oviedo
Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks lrom
UCF campus. Cathedrai ceilings, big
1830 sq. ft, ceiling fans, Refrigerator,
range, dishwasher. Quiet, safe
neighborhood. Nearly new house. Incl.
pool, clubhouse, tennis. $1300/mo.
RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-808-6589

DOWNTOWN 1/1 condo on the first fioor
of a MELROSE PLACE type community.
Wood floors, lush landscaping and
· beautiful pool. Jmmaculate condition!
Quiet and ready to move In! $825/mo .
Cali Suzanne at 407-898-8088
Immaculate 212 Condo Hunters
Reseive.112 mile from UCF. New
Wood Floor, New Appliances, Vaulted
Celllng, Furnished or Unfurnished.
Club House, Pool, Tennis. Male
Student/Non-Smoker. Room For Rent
$600/nio Includes utllltles.
Avail. Feb.1st
Call 813·997·1148

M/F student needed to live in 211.5
. home. Stiare with retired M widower., Quiet, responsible and N/S.
Lake Bell Community, Close to UCF.
'Medical field wanting to help others
preferable. Free accomodation, util., .food
and access to computer. Light
housekeeping, cooking, running a few
errands. Work ail week if neccessary.
Email with personal detail.
Contact wiJwel@earth1ink.net
One unfurn. bdrm.in 3br/2ba house.,HS
wifi, satellite, D/W, W/D, screened porch.
5 min to UCF, pff Univ. and Suntree
Blvd. Must be student, N/S, clean, .and
quiet. Individual lease, avail. NOW!
$550/mont~. call 407-678-2482.
Room for rent In 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
anlfllals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
Incl. utll. Call Anna 407-365-2382
Room for rent in a 312 house off Dean
and Univ, 400 a month + util. Female
non-smoker preferred. Pets allowed
and/or negotiable. Available ASAP.
Call Andrea @ 954 257 7847 or
Tina @ 954 609 5935
Roommate needed for 3/2.in Riverpark
Apts. Nice clean place. Approx
$450/month including all utilities.
Call John 941-914-2081.
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1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing,
Full Appliances, Racket ball quart, Gym,
Comm. Pool, Avail .Immediately,
$750/mo, Cali 786-355-5615
1/1 studio with living room 2 mi from
UCF! Fully furnished, all appliances
included. $550/mo includes electric,
water, & cable TV. Call Gracie
(407) 671-0496 or (407) 948-1915
Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba, W/D, cable TV,·
HIS internet, tel, pool, gym .
Ali included, $ 650/roommate,
407-247-6423
312 Condo in Carrington Park w/
designer kitchen & bath. Near UCF.
Special bdrm. Art fi)ness center, resort
style pool w/ tanning deck. $450/ bdrm,
$550/master. 321-262-3480 after 7 p.m.
2 Rooms in a 212 Available
Immediately. separate leases. 5 min
from UCF. $605/mo util inc. Very
Clean. Must Seel Call 352-232-3239
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Are'a si Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

2 bd for rent w/ private BA
In a Custom bullt gorgeous 5 bdrm
home fully furn,tshed. Resort style
pool, gym, etc. Quiet neighborhood.·
12 min from·UCF.All utllltles
Included.No contract-$650/mo. each
Couples welcomed. (407)353·5208
2 F Roommates needed. 1O min from
UCF. $550/mo, utl. incl. Cable/internet.·
Community Pool/Tennis Court, $250 sec.
dep. No Pets/Smoking. Move in FEB 1st.
Cali 407-529-9349 & 407-403-3915

4/2 House Available lmmediatly
Near Downtown. 1650 sq. ft. $1500/mo.
Nice Neighborhood. Furnished Optional.
No Smoking. Call 407-619-6174
Homes, condos, duplexes for'rent. Go
to WWW.ORLrentcom to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.ft home located
off Lk UnderhllVDean Fld. Hardwood
floors,flreplace,lg backyard $1350/mo
pet friendly. Call Patrick 407 595-3201
Large Mediterranean Style 512.512
car garage close to UCF built In
2001. Screened In pool, W/D, tile
floors, security, surround sound.
Rent $2000/mo. 407-435-1303
New 3/2.5 Townhome in Winter Spgs.
Gated community near Town Center.
W/D and all appliances included.
Cali for details (407) 361-9370

l!m

Unlverslty/UCF area
31212.,1700 sq.ft. Communlfy pool,·
screened porch, WID, all appliances.
$1250/mo. Ctill 321·235-5903

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level
I

ACROSS

6 Pop, to some
10 Eyes, in poems
14 Dutch cheese
15 Skater's leap
16 C,ombustible
material
17 Bar legally
18 Italian city
19 Hamburg wife
20· Siberian plain
22 Extinct reptile
24 "Love Me "
26 Lash markS ·
27 Radar gun's
target
30 Emulate Perry
White
32 Tailless
amphibian
33 Dairy farm
sound
35 Type of kick
39 November
winners
40 Handing out
gratuities
42 Loco
43 Quit working
45 Musical syllable
46 See socially
47 Speech
impediment
49 Footstool
51 Domain
54 Hard hits
56 Pretentious
people
58 Exclude
62 Math subj.
63 Fifty percent
65 Separate pol'tion
66 Actor Morales
67 .Between ports
68 Gain knowledge
69 Take ten
70 New Jersey five
71 Biunqered
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7 Rust, for
example
8 Craving
9 Arkin of
Hollywood
1O Counteracts
11 Rustic
12 Humdinger
13 Disparaging
remarks
21 Foes
23 In debt
25 Kind of kick
27 Slammer or clink
28 Johnnycake
29 Sunrise direction
31 Contributed
34 Choose
36 Mosque prayer
DOWN
leader
Gets older
37 Gomputer
Found partner? ·
fodder
Pipe sealant
38 Garden of
Took into the
earthly delights
family
40 Light haircuts
Barked like a
41 Fe
peke ·
44 Unlawful
Tree fluid
46 File

Last issue solved

48 Magic word
50 Three-bagger
51 Competitive
runner
52 Obliterate
53 Mythical
weightlifter

55 Map dot
57 Comparison
word
59 Teddy_
60 Field measure
61 Tear apart
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

SUBLEASE
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1/1 In a 414 at Pegasus Landing.
Female needed. $515/month utll. Incl.
and l'M WILLING TO PAY MOVE·IN
FEES! Lease ASAP to July 07.
CALL LIZZIE 321 ·288-0976

a 4/3

$20K CASH BACK, $3K
DOWNlll Harbor Beach 10 min fr/ UCF
1/1 's start @ $119k 2/2's @ $159K
Get 3% towards Closing Costs & More
Call Bianca or Jus1in
ReMax hometown- 800-298-3223
···1 o BEST Buys-·
Free list with pictures
of 10 Best Buys in your specific price
range and desired location
www.OriandoFreeHomelnfo.com
or Free recorded information. ·
1-866-380-7301 ID #1040
The Real Estate Specialists
312 mobile home, excellent park close to
UCF, W/D INCL,Partly Furnished.
4salebybij@gmail.com 407-823·9775

DOWNTOWN 1/1 condo on the second
· floor of a MELROSE PLACE type
community. Lush landscaping and
beautiful pool. Quiet and ready to move
ini Out of area owner is motivated! Only
$151,500. LOW HOA fees.
Call Suzanne at 407·898-8088

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed. · 1
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866·525-3057

Street legal scooter 150 cc.
Brand New, Must Seel $1299.
Cail 407-251-0815.

Bed-$130. Full size piliowtop
mattress set. Brand new. Stlll In
plastic. Can deliver.
(407)846-8511

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 ' 7-Days/6-Nights

Bedroom set- $450. 5 pc set. Never
used. Delivery .available.
(407)846-1360

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499 ·

BijAND NEW, Tempur·pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423·1202.

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Cail 407-831-1322
670VALENCIA.COM
3 br, 2 ba, contemporary home In i;:ast
Orlando for only $243,900. MLS #
T2209601. Visit web site for open
house dates and Info.
Call (407) 737-6973.

Location Location Location!
. Large 4/2 needs responsible roommate
to rent out large room. On McCulloch,
$500/mo incl. util, cable, internet. N/S in
house. 407-461-3765

Owner occupied immaculate 312 with
fireplace and great master suite. Short
walk to Eastwood golf course, driving
range and community pool. $283,900
Cali Suzanne at 407-898-8088

F roommate wanted avail. NOW! 1/1 in a
212 townhome less than half mile to UCF
main campus $500 month + half utii.
Cali 407-620-2630

Large Mediterranean Style 512.512
car garage. Close to UCF, bullt In
2001. Screened In pool, tile floors,·
security, surround sound.· Must see!
$310K. Call 407-435-1303
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home. Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced,
1car gar. Bring reasonable offer.
$224,900. Call Joyce at Century 21
Oviedo. 407-366-5837'.
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DISCOVER A NEW YOU!
I
See yourself in a whole new way with a •
free makeover! Find a look that
expresse.s your style, your personality,
and your life. Cail me to create a ·
fabulous look that's uniquely you., You'll
love what you discover.
Jessica Barlow
Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.com/jbarlow
407·227-0728

Room In a 414 at Rlverwlnd Apts. Prvt.
Bath. Shuttle to UCF. Fully Furnished.
$535/mo all Inclusive, Lease ends ·
July. Call Colin 407-963-0824

1 bedroom in

SERVICES

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295

Room avail. In The Lofts, pool, gym,
furnished, utll. Incl. tons of parking, 2
story style aP.t. Avail ASAP.
Call Trlcla 407-766·6554.

BRAND NEW 3 bed, 2 112 bath
townhouse. Fully furnished rooms avail.
Gated+Pool. Avalon Park $600/month
352-256-7323

Female roommate needed immediately
for 3/2 house just 5 min. from UCF!
Quiet, clean.and friendly is a must. Rent
is only $525/month and includes
everything. Please contact Lindsey at
(407}2771f5531.

with ·no repeats.

1 Set to rest

FUTON-$195 Brand new oak futon
w/plush mattress. Stilf in box.
Can .deliver. (407)846-2130
2 Female Roommates needed for a 312
house off of Valencia College Lane.
W/D and security alarm. $375-$400 a
month plus 114 of utilities. Lease
starting Feb. 1st. Call Crystal at
386-931-3786.
AVALON PARK Townhouse non
smoker. 3/3 $600/mo for 2nd Master. I
have 2 small dogs. call 954·536-0347 or
e-mail dnll7272@yahoo.com

3x3 .
box contains the
digits 1 through 9

column and

M/F wanted for furnished 312 home
ori lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Incl. utll. NIS, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Avail
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-461·5101 or 239-633·9400

at U House, available Immediately, 2
minutes from campus, $485/mo, $100
dep, furnished, call 904-655-9395 ·
*Attention female graduate students and
young professionals*
Looking for a roommate to share a 312
home in Waterford Lakes. Check out
www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome
·
for more information!

in the grid so

CROSSWORD
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212 Duplex, $810/month. Good place.
Washer/Dryer and more!
Sherwood Forest.
Cali Fred 407·716·8933.

Fill

that every row,

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

5

WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 412 located on canal. New carpet,
all appl, 3 TVs, available immediately.
Includes lawn care, community pool.
$1595/mo 407·230-9066
~oonis for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately, or F.ali
Semester lease, call 407-362·7656.

....:.1 ...........

1
2
3
4

*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!*
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
. . large 5i3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10·15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
Looking for non-smoking students to rent
2 rooms in 4/2 house near Dean and ·
University. $375 and $400/mo. each
plu!! util. Call 305 304 8155 ..

© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Attention Degree Holders:
Free Airfare! Free Housing!
Teach in Korea Apply @
www.footprintsrecruiting.com
Start in February!

Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, stlll In plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407·287·2619.
Beds: Ail brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available; 407f·331-1941
Pool Table: 8 pro essiQnal series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. Ali
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
CAR SYSTEM FOR SALE
Contains: Two 12 inch JL w6 speakers
with box, one Tsunami 1800 watt amp,
one Farad capacitor. All in excellent
condition. Cables/wires incl. $750 O.B.O
386-:405-2629 ask for Jeremy
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· Don't miss out! Spring Break 2007 is ,
approaching and STS is offering specials1
to this years hottest destinations! Call for
savings 1.800.648.4849 or visit
www.ststravel.com
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $339!
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $599! Panama City from $169!
Organize a group and travel FREE! Call
SpringBreakTravei.com at
1.800.293. 1443- or visit
www.springbreaktravel.co1"!1
use promo code: na55

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, plllow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.

Loving Couple Need an Egg Donor
with dark hair, brown eyes. Ages 21 -29
Also need gestational carrier. Ages 25-35.
Please contact Robin 407-963-3390
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For just $40_a month and no contract, you can talk anytime
and never run out of minutes. Cool phones, state-of-the-art
network, and all the calls you can make. Including long distance..
...
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Get a $25 VISA gift card when you ·p urchase any Samsung
phone with Metro,PCS $ervice betwe~n January·22, 2007 ·
and February 25, 2007.
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www.metropcs.com
International Diamond
Center Plaza
1453 Sand Lake Road
Orlando, FL 32809

metroPCS®
Permission. to speak freely:

Hiawassee Plaza

Rainbow Plaza

6801 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32818

15 Vine Street East
Kissimmee, FL 34744

888.8metro8
·. Casselton Corners Plaza
2050 SR 436
Winter Park, FL 32792

To find a store near you, call 888-SmetroS or visit us online at metropcs.com. ·
i

.

Select phone models may vary by store. Visit www.metropcs.com for information on specific terms and conditions of service and local coverage area.
Natipnwide long distance applies to the 48 <;ontiguous.states only. Taxes and fees not '_ncluded. Some restr.ictions apply. Seei store for details.

